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Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes opined that "[t]he 
Constitution is what the judges say it is."1 In this vein, "the 
Supreme Court can be considered a de facto continuing con
vention expanding or rewriting the Constitution as the need 
arises."2 Some proudly proclaim the Court to be a "revolu
tionary committee,"3 not bound by the Constitution's text. 
Moreover, the Supreme Court effectually rewrote Article VI 
of the Constitution by declaring that the Court's interpreta
tion of the Constitution "is the supreme law of the land" and 
that Article VI requires that interpretation to be binding on 
the states.4 This does not make the Court subordinate to the 
Constitution but superior to it. This Article seeks to demon
strate the gradual judicial usurpation of the constitutional 
ideal promoted by the Founders to a "law" now marred by ju
dicial supremacy. 
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THE DECLARATION, THE CONSTITUTION, AND HIGHER LAW 

Professor Edward S. Corwin penned a celebrated essay in 
the 1929 Harvard Law Review in which he documented that 
higher law was connected with and had great impact on 
American constitutional law.5 Higher law's impact was also 
interrelated with the Magna Carta, English Common Law, 
the Bible, and the Law of Moses.6 It had great influence on 
the writing of the Declaration of Independence, which 
Madison said was "the fundamental act of Union" and the 
first of "the best guides" in ascertaining the Constitution's 
meaning. 7 The Supreme Court has declared that "it is always 
safe to read the letter of the Constitution in the spirit of the 
Declaration."8 Abraham Lincoln considered the Declaration 
to be a vital foundation for our constitutional government.9 

Corwin cited Alice Baldwin's The New England Clergy and 
the American Revolution10 in which Baldwin said that both 
the 1787 Constitutional Convention and the written U.S. 
Constitution were "children of the pulpit. "11 Madison per
ceived the "finger of [the] Almighty" in overcoming so many 
difficulties at the Convention.12 The Declaration holds that 
the Creator grants rights which Government is to secure, ap
pealing to God as "the Supreme Judge of the World" for the 
rightness of its cause and declaring reliance on "the protec
tion of Divine Providence."13 The Declaration was based on 
"the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God."14 John Adams 

5. Edward S. Corwin, The "Higher Law" Background of American 
Constitutional Law, 42 HAR.v. L. REv. 149, 153 (1928) (stating that the supremacy of 
the Constitution was established by the view that there is a law superior to the 
human will). 

6. See generally id. at 149. 
7. Harry V. Jaffa, What Were the "Original Intentions" of the Framers of the 

Constitution of the United States?, 10 U. PuGET SOUND L. REV. 351, 363 (1987) 
(quoting JAMES MADISON, 9 THE WRITINGS OF JAMES MADISON: 1819-1836, at 221 
(Gillard Hunt ed., 1910)) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

8. Gulf, Colo. & Santa Fe Ry., Co. v. Ellis, 165 U.S. 150, 160 (1897). 
9. See WALTER BERNS, TAKING THE CoNSTITUTION SERIOUSLY 17-19 (1987). 

10. Corwin, supra note 5, at 396. 
11. ALICE M. BALDWIN, THE NEW ENGLAND CLERGY AND THE AMERICAN 

REVOLUTION 134 (2d prtg., 1965). 
12. THE FEDERALIST No. 37, at 199-200 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
13. THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE paras. 2, 5 (U.S. 1776). 
14. Id. at para. 2. 
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said independence was achieved on "the general Principles of 
Christianity."15 Like Blackstone, John Locke said that 
human laws must be consistent with the laws of nature and 
not contradict the laws of Scripture.16 

CHRISTIANITY AND THE CONSTITUTION 

"At least fifty of the Framers would have subscribed to the 
Apostles' Creed; [and] no atheist raised his voice at the Con
vention."17 In writing the Constitution, the Framers agreed 
with the Apostle Paul who wrote, "There is none righteous, 
no, not one."18 George Washington viewed civil government 
as "a dangerous servant and a fearful master" that must be 
bound by the Constitution's chains to prevent tyranny.19 

Higher law, as well as a Christian influence, is reflected in 
the Constitution, which affirms that Jesus Christ is Lord, 

15. Letter from John Adams to Thomas Jefferson (June 28, 1813), in 2 THE 
AoAMS-JEFFERSON LETTERS: THE COMPLETE CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN TuoMAS 

JEFFERSON AND ABIGAIL AND JOHN ADAMS 338, 339-40 (Lester J. Cappon ed., 1959). 
16. JOHN EIDSMOE, CHRISTIANITY AND THE CONSTITUTION: THE FAITH OF OUR 

FOUNDING FATHERS 62 (2000). 
17. RUSSELL KIRK, THE CONSERVATIVE CONSTITUTION 43 (1990). The Apostles' 

Creed states: 
I believe in God, the Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth. And 
in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord, who was conceived by the Holy 
Spirit, born of the virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate was 
crucified, dead and buried. He descended into Hell. The third day He 
rose again from the dead. He ascended into heaven and sits at the right 
hand of God the Father Almighty. From thence He will come to judge 
the living and the dead. I believe in the Holy Spirit, the holy Christian 
Church, the communion of saints, the forgiveness of sins, the 
resurrection of the body, and the life everlasting. Amen. 

The Apostles' Creed, reprinted in Dw1NE SERVICE, SETTING ONE, LUTHERAN SERVICE 
BooK 159, 159 (2006) (c. 400 A.D.). 

18. Romans 3:10 (KJV). Arguing for the adoption of the Constitution, James 
Madison wrote: 

But what is government itself, but the greatest of all reflections on 
human nature? If men were angels, no government would be 
necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal 
controls on government would be necessary. In framing a government, 
which is to be administered by men over men; the great difficulty lies in 
this: You must first enable the Government to control the governed; 
and in the next place, oblige it to control itself. 

THE FEDERALIST No. 51, at 286 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
19. w. CLEON SKOUSEN, THE FNE THOUSAND YEAR LEAP: 28 GREAT IDEAS THAT 

CHANGED THE WORLD 120 (2009); see also CHARLES T. SPRADING, LIBERTY AND THE 
GREAT LIBERTARIANS 53 (1913). 
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and in legislation, court decisions, and legal treatises.2° Arti
cle I, Section 8 of the Constitution authorizes punishments 
for "Offen[s]es against the Law of Nations," a phrase bor
rowed from Grotius, Pufendorf, and Vattel who defined the 
terms "as an extension of natural, God-given law."21 Article 
I, Section 7 provides that Sunday not be counted in the ten 
days the President has to veto a bill since Sunday was viewed 
as the Christian Sabbath. 22 To be naturalized in 1795, many 
states required immigrants to declare · their belief in the 
Christian religion.23 Prior to and after the enactment of the 
First Amendment, Christianity was the "foundation stone" of 
the state governments.24 Some states required public office 
holders to believe in God, Christ, and the Bible.25 John Jay, 
the first Chief Justice, said "[I]t is the duty ... of our Chris
tian nation to select and prefer Christians for their rulers."26 

While arguing before the Supreme Court,27 Daniel Webster 
stated that "Christianity is part of the law of the land."28 In 
his study of America, Alexis de Tocqueville said that Christi
anity is America's first political institution and regarded as 
"necessary to the maintenance of republican institutions."29 

It is therefore not surprising that Newsweek magazine re-

20. U.S. CoNST. art. VII. 
21. U.S. CONST. art. I,§ 8, cl. 10; E1nsMOE, supra note 16, at 364. 
22. See generally Richard H. Weisberg, Text Into Theory: A Literary Approach to 

the Constitution, 20 GA. L. REV. 939, 992 (1986) (explaining that the belief that 
Sunday should be a day of rest as according to Christianity was so strong that it was 
assumed that Sunday would not be a work day). 

23. DAVID BARTON, THE MYTH OF SEPARATION 63-64 (1992). 

24. James McClellan, The Making and the Unmaking of the Establishment 
Clause, in A BLUEPRINT FOR Juo1cIAL REFORM 295, 307 (Patrick B. McGuigan & 
Randall R. Rader eds., 1981) ("[A]ll of the states still retained the Christian religion 
as the foundation stone of their social, civil and political institutions. Not even 
Rhode Island and Virginia renounced Christianicy, and both states continued to 
respect and acknowledge the Christian religion in their system of laws."). 

25. See generally FoRREST McDONALD, Novus 0RDO SECLORUM 42 (1985) 
(stating that if a person who originally professed Christianity renounced the faith, 
that person was prohibited from holding office). 

26. BARTON, supra note 23, at 35 (internal quotation marks omitted); see also 
107 CONG. REc. 20222 (2001) (statement of Rep. Bartlett). 

27. Vidal v. Girard, 43 U.S. (2 How.) 127 (1844). 
28. DANIEL WEBSTER, The Christian Ministry and the &ligious Instruction of 

the Young, in EDWIN P. WHIPPLE, THE GREAT SPEECHES AND ORATIONS OF DANIEL 
WEBSTER 505, 530 (1993), 

29. .ALEXIS DE TOCQUEVILLE, DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA 280 (Harvey c. Mansfield 
& Delba Winthrop, eds. & trans., Univ. of Chi. Press 2000) (1835). 
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ported that "historians are discovering that the Bible, 
perhaps even more than the Constitution, is our founding 
document."30 

FROM BLACKSTONE TO EVOLVING LAW 

Sir William Blackstone, "the foremost legal authority of the 
Constitutional period,"31 believed in God as Creator of man
kind out of nothing. His Commentaries on the common law 
involved more than just "the study of; [but rather] for most 
lawyers they constituted all there was of the law."32 The 
Framers embraced Blackstone who remains highly relevant 
to our generation. Justice Joseph Story was "[w]ithout a 
doubt ... the greatest legal scholar ever to sit on the Court."33 
He said that the Constitution is "predicated upon the exis
tence of the common law''34 and that "[t]here never has been a 
period of history, in which the Common Law did not recog
nize Christianity as lying at its foundation."35 Blackstone 
declared that the law of nature, as part of the common law, 
was "dictated by God himself."36 The great Roman Marcus 
Tullius Cicero defined natural law as "true law"37 and "right 
reason in agreement with nature."38 By emphasizing the 
precepts of obedience to God and love of fellow men, Cicero, 
as a non-Jew who pre-dated Christ, presaged what Christ 
said were the first and second great commandments.39 This 

30. Kenneth L. Wooward, How the Bible Made America, NEWSWEEK, Dec. 27, 
1982, at 44. 

31. BERNARD H. 8IEGAN, ECONOMIC LIBERTIES AND THE CONSTITUTION 12 (1980). 

32. DANIEL J. BOORSTIN, THE MYSTERIOUS SCIENCE OF THE LAw 3 (Peter Smith 
ed., Beacon Press 1973) (1941). 

33. BERNARD SCHWARTZ, A HISTORY OF THE SUPREME COURT 266 (1993). 
34. JAMES McCLELLAN, JOSEPH STORY AND THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION: A 

STUDY IN POLITICAL AND LEGAL THOUGHT 178 (1971). 

35. JoHN w. WttrrEHEAD, THE SECOND AMERICAN REVOLUTION 197 (1982). 
36. 1 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMM:ENTARIES 41. 
37. SKOUSEN, supra note 19, at 35 (internal quotation marks omitted). 
38. WILLIAM EBENSTEIN & ALAN EBENSTEIN, GREAT POLITICAL THINKERS: PLATO 

TO THE PRESENT 138 (6th ed. 2000), 
39. SKOUSEN, supra note 19, at 36--38; Matthew 22:36-40 (KJV) ("Master, which 

is the great commandment in the law? Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the 
Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is 
the first and great commandment. And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy 
neighbor as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law and the 
prophets."). 
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and his "consciousness of love as a mighty social bond," shows 
that Cicero "points forward, toward Christianity, rather than 
backward, to Plato and Aristotle."40 To Cicero, justice was 
impossible except under God's law, and he believed that "the 
glue which holds a body of human beings together in the com
monwealth of a just society is love-love of God; love of God's 
great law of Justice; and love of one's fellow-men which pro
vides the desire to promote true justice among mankind."41 
Accordingly, the purpose of the Constitution was, among 
other things, to "establish justice."42 

THE FOUNDING FATHERS AND THE LAws OF NATURE 

Before Blackstone, Sir Edward Coke, the great common 
law expositor, referring to Romans 2:14-15,43 wrote: 

The law of nature is that which God at the time of crea
tion of the nature of man infused into his heart, for his 
preservation and direction; and this is lex aeterna, the 
moral law, called also the law of nature .... written with 
the finger of God in the heart of man ... before the law 
was written by Moses .... 44 

In the Declaration of Independence, the Founding Fathers 
based the separation from England and America's founding 
on "the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God,"45 which was in 
fact "a legal phrase for God's law revealed through nature 
and His moral law revealed in the Bible."46 James Madison, 
the Father of the Constitution, declared that in adopting the 
Constitution, the Framers recurred, among other things, "to 
the great principle of self-preservation [by way of1 the tran
scendent law of nature, and of nature's God, which declares 

40. EBENSTEIN, supra note 38, at 129. 
41. SKOUSEN, supra note 19, at 37-38. 
42. U.S. CONST. pmbl. 
43. Romans 2:14-15 (KJV) ("For when the Gentiles, which have not the law, do 

by nature the things contained in the law; these, having not the law, are a law unto 
themselves: Which shew the work of the law written in their hearts, their conscience 
also bearing witness .... "). 

44. Calvin's Case, 77 Eng. Rep. 377, 392 (1608). 
45. THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 1 (U.S. 1776). 
46. GARY T. .AMos, DEFENDING THE DECLARATION: How THE BIBLE AND 

CHRISTIANITY INFLUENCED THE WRITING OF THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 35 

(1989). It has been erroneously contended that the phrase originated with the 
European Enlightenment. Id. at 36. 
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that the safety and happiness of society, are the objects at 
which all political institutions aim."47 Blackstone said all 
human laws must be consistent with Biblical laws and the 
law of nature48 which were "the only reliable basis for a sta
ble society and a system of justice."49 Justice Story believed 
that Christianity was "a guide to the law of nature; establish
ing its conclusions, removing its doubts, and evaluating its 
precepts."50 This view is now practically defunct in American 
jurisprudence. a1 

Early federal judges actually utilized natural law in decid
ing cases. The Supreme Court determined that the 
Constitution's Ex Post Facto Clause prohibited Connecticut's 
Legislature from making legal acts criminal after they were 
committed.52 In his opinion, Justice Samuel Chase said, "It is 
against all reason and justice . . . to entrust a Legislature 
with SucH powers."53 Justice James Iredell was the only 
member of the Court to disagree with Justice Chase because 
"[t]he ideas of natural justice are regulated by no fixed stan
dard."54 Not just Chase, but many of early Supreme Court 
Justices believed in some sort of natural law foundation for 
the Constitution.55 Many would explain the source of law of 

47. THE FEDERALIST No. 43, at 246 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898) 
(emphasis added). Chief John Marshall said that the Federalist Papers have "always 
been considered as of great authority. It is a complete commentary on our 
[C}onstitution .... Its intrinsic merit entitles it to this high rank .... " Cohens v. 
Virginia, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264, 418 (1821). 

48. BLACKSTONE, supra note 36, at 42. 
49. SKOUSEN, supra note 19, at 33. 
50. McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 66. 
51. See Laurence H. Tribe, Clarence Thomas and 'Natural Law,' N.Y. TIMES, 

July 15, 1991, http://www.nytimes.com/1991/07/15/opinion/clarence-thomas-and
natural-law.html. ("[Clarence Thomas] is the first Supreme Court nominee in 50 
years to maintain that natural law should be readily consulted in constitutional 
interpretation."). Thomas was questioned about natural law at his confirmation 
hearings, but ''Thomas said only that he regards natural law as a 'philosophical 
background' to the Constitution." Kenneth L. Woodward, 'Natural Law,' An Elusive 
Tradition, NEWSWEEK, Sept. 23, 1991, http://www.newsweek.com/1991/09/22/ 
natural-law-an-elusive-tradition.html. 

52. Calder v. Bull, 3 U.S. (3 DaII.) 386, 387 (1798) (opinion of Chase, J.) 
(seriatim). 

53. Id. at 388. 
54. Id. at 398--399 (opinion of IredeII, J.). 
55. BERNARD H. S1EGAN, PROPERTY RIGHTS: FRoM MAGNA CARTA TO THE 

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 213 (2001), 
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nations and the common law as the law ofnature.56 Moreo
ver, these natural law views of Chase and other judges had a 
Godly, Christian theological basis. 57 Such views are very 
consistent, as shown above, with the teachings of Lord Coke 
and Blackstone. 

EVOLUTION AND THE CONSTITUTION 

With the publication of Charles Darwin's Origin of Species, 
evolutionary thought began to influence science, education, 
business, religion, and law.58 Harvard Professor Christopher 
Langdell began the case study method in the 1870s.59 Stu
dents were taught that law is ever-changing and evolving 
through the written opinions of judges.60 "[T]he concept of 
evolution was an event of transcending importance" to Amer
ican jurisprudence and involved a shift from "the 
rationalistic, deductive pattern characteristic of the pre-Dar
w1man period, to [today's] empirical, evolutionary 
approach."61 Blackstone's higher law principles were re
placed by the legal positivism of Roscoe Pound who promoted 
an evolutionary theory of law and initiated a sociological law 
movement.62 Legal positivism is "the belief, commonly held 
by legal scholars ... that law consists of nothing more than 
the dictates oflegislatures, courts, and other human authori
ties and is utterly devoid of any absolute principles of 'higher 
law."'63 Modem legal scholars rejected Blackstone because 

56. SAMUEL PuFENDORF, THE WttoLE DUTY OF MAN, AccoRDING TO THE LAw OF 
NATURE 308-10 (Ian Hunter & David Saunders eds., Andrew Tooke trans., Liberty 
Fund 2003) (1691). 

57·. See generally James Wilson, Of the Law of Nature, in 1 THE WoRKS OF THE 

HONOURABLE JAMES WILSON 107, 107-14 (Bird Wilson ed., 1804) (explaining the 
Christian basis of the common law). 

58. See JoHN E1nsMOE, THE CHRISTIAN LEGAL ADv1soR 70-71, 74 (1984). 
59. WHITEHEAD, supra note 35, at 46. 
60. Id. 
61. F'ru:D V. CAHILL, JR., JUDICIAL LEGISLATION: A STUDY IN .AMERICAN LEGAL 

THEORY 22 (1952). 
62. WHITEHEAD, supra note 35, at 48-50. Sociological law is actually another 

name for legal positivism. Cf. E1osMOE, supra note 58, at 72--84. Under legal 
positivism the law is not based on absolutes, but what is best for the sociological and 
economic good from a secular humanistic standpoint. See id. Legal Positivism 
began with Auguste Comte (1798-1857). Id. 

63. E10SMOE, supra note 58, at 33. According to Eidsmoe, positive law has five 
basic premises: (1) Law is a denial of divine absolutes; (2) Law is what the lawmaker 
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they "rejected his faith in God."64 Progress is the most cited 
basis for evolving law or a living constitution because the 
Framers' Constitution is allegedly antiquated and should be 
replaced. President Woodrow Wilson said, "All that progres
sives ask or desire is permission . . . to interpret the 
Constitution according to the Darwinian principle .... "as 

JUSTICE HOLMES AND THE AscENDANCE OF DARWINISM & 
LEGAL POSITIVISM 

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., a social Darwinist,66 

was the chief apostle of the progressives.67 He rejected and 
caused a major decline in natural and higher law,68 which 
was replaced by the Darwinian approach in American consti
tutional jurisprudence.69 Although not its founder, Holmes, 
whose source of law was "evolving custom," was the chief in
tellectual force in advancing legal positivism.70 Unlike the 
Framers, Holmes' purpose was not to seek justice but to play 
by the rules.71 He asserted that "the Constitution rests on 
nothing at all-or rather, on no principle immune from the 
whims of transient majorities."72 Unlike Blackstone and the 
Founders, who believed that man was created in the image of 
God, 73 Holmes could see no significant difference among a 

says-nothing more, nothing less; (3) Law is constantly changing or evolving; (4) 
Law is judge-made; and (5) Law is learned through the case law method of legal 
education. Id. at 75-84. 

64. WHITEHEAD, supra note 35, at 4 7. 
65. WOODROW WILSON, THE NEW FREEDOM; A CALL FOR THE EMANCIPATION OF 

THE GENEROUS ENERGIES OF A PEOPLE 47-48 (1918). 

66. DAVID H. BURTON, POLITICAL IDEAS OF JUSTICE HOLMES 36 (1992). 

67. Bradley C.S. Watson, The Curious Constitution of Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Jr., NAT'L REv., Dec. 31, 2009, at 40-42. 

68. Id. at 41. 
69. Id. at 41-42. 
70. NANCY R. PEARCEY, TOTAL TRUTH: LIBERATING CHRISTIANITY FROM !TS 

CULTURAL CAPTMTY 237 (2004). 
71. BoRK, supra note 1, at 6. 
72. WALTER BERNS, THE FIRST AMENDMENT AND THE F'uTuRE OF AMERICAN 

DEMOCRACY 146 (1976) (citing Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652, 673 (1925) (Holmes, 
J., dissenting)). 

73. Genesis 1:27; see also James Wilson, The History of Property, in 2 THE 
WoRKS OF JAMES WILSON 483, 483--84 (James DeWitt Andrews ed., Callaghan & Co. 
1895) (stating that because man was created in the image of God, he has certain 
rights); MARK I. SUTHERLAND, JUDICIAL TYRANNY: THE NEW KrnGs OF AMERICA 41 
(2005). 
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evolving law, said that the Constitution "is a sublime oration 
on the dignity of man" and an evolutionary process, which "is 
the true interpretive genius of the text."85 Based on his con
cept of dignity, a term the Framers failed to mention, 
Brennan held that it was unconstitutional to execute murder
ers even though the. Constitution expressly contemplates 
capital punishment.86 Nevertheless, as a proponent of abor
tion rights, Brennan's concept of dignity included murderers 
but not the unborn.87 All of this led Justice Antonin Scalia to 
say that "evolutionary constitutional jurisprudence has held 
sway in the courts for only forty years."ss 

N ONINTERPRETIVISM VS. THE CONSTITUTIONAL TEXT 

Interpretivism is strict adherence to the text of the Consti
tution. Evolving law is accomplished through 
noninterpretivism by which a judge holds a non-textural 
view, in other words, that he is not bound by the terms of the 
Constitution or by close reasoning of that document in his in
terpretation of it. 89 Evolving law and a "living" Constitution 
make the Constitution mean whatever the Justices want it to 
mean. Judicial supremacy is not merely advocated-it is a 
stark reality. English philosopher G.K. Chesterton distin
guished between power and authority stating, "If a 

85. Supreme Court Justice William J. Brennan, Jr., Address at the Georgetown
University Text and Teaching Symposium: The Constitution of the United States: 
Contemporary Ratification (Oct. 12, 1985), in 19 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 2, 8, 14, (1986). 

86. Id. at 13. Brennan's definition of dignity is contrary to Webster's 1828
Dictionary which defines dignity as "True honor; nobleness or elevation of mind, 
consisting in a high sense of propriety, truth and justice, with an abhorrence of mean
and sinful actions; opposed to meanness . ... The man who deliberately injures 
another ... has no true dignity of soul." NoAH WEBSTER, AMERICAN DICTIONARY OF 
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (Found. for Am. Christian Educ. 1967) (1828) (some 
emphasis added). 

87. See generally Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) (illustrating Justice
Brennan's pro-abortion stance, which denies the unborn the right to life). "Dignity" 
formerly was not accorded to murderers, but was earned by merit. Shakespeare 
wrote, in The Merchant of Venice, "Let none presumefl'o wear an undeserved 
dignity./ 0, that estates, degrees and offices/Were not derived corruptly, and that 
clear honor/Were purchased by the merit of the/wearer!" WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, 
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE act 2, SC. 9. 

88. ANTONIN SCALIA, A MATTER OF INTERPRETATION: FEDERAL COURTS AND THE
LAw 149 (1997). 

89. WILLIAM EATON, WHO KILLED THE CONSTITUTION?: THE JUDGES V. THE LAW 8
(1988). 
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rhinoceros came in through that door, ... it would have con
siderable power. I should be the first to rise, however, and to 
assure the creature that it had no authority."9° Courts have 
assumed the power for supremacy, but the Constitution gives 
them no such authority. It is instructive to examine the pur
poses of the Framers of the Constitution. What power did the 
Framers intend for the Courts to have? Should it matter? 

SOVEREIGNTY AND A COMPACT OF FEDERALISM 

The Declaration of Independence declared "That these 
United Colonies are ... FREE and INDEPENDENT STATES."91 
The 1783 Treaty of Paris, recognizing America's indepen
dence from Great Britain, acknowledged the States to be 
"free, sovereign and independent"92 as did the Articles of Con
federation.93 The War for Independence was not an 
innovating upheaval but a conservative restoration of colo
nial prerogatives, or a revolution not made, but prevented.94 
The Founders sought to reclaim "the chartered rights of En
glishmen."95 The Framers established not a national but a 
federal government by which each state retained its sover
eignty. Both James Madison and Alexander Hamilton 
asserted that the states retained their sovereignty.96 
Madison, the Father of the Constitution, said that the federal 
government's jurisdiction "extends to certain enumerated ob
jects only, and leaves to the several States, a residuary and 
inviolable sovereignty over all other objects ."97 Framer 
James Wilson, later a Supreme Court Justice, contended that 
constitutional limits on federal power is tantamount to the 
Latin expressio unius est exclusio alterius (the expression of 

90. BORK, supra note 1, at 176 (internal quotation marks omitted). 
91. THE DECLARATION oF INDEPENDENCE para. 31 (U.S. 1776). 
92. RAouL BERGER, FEDERALISM: THE FOUNDERS' DESIGN 29 (1987) (emphasis 

added). 
93. ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION of 1781, art. II. 
94. KIRK, supra note 17, at 19. 
95. Id. at 76 (internal quotation marks omitted). 
96. THE FEDERALIST No. 39, at 212-13; No. 40, at 219; No. 43, at 245; No. 44, at 

252-53 (James Madison); No. 31, at 167; No. 32, at 169; No. 62, at 340; No. 81, at 
446 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 

97. THE FEDERALIST No. 39, at 214 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed, 1898) 
(emphasis added). 
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one thing is the exclusion of another).98 The Tenth Amend
ment affirms this principle. 99 

At the Constitutional Convention, it was proposed that 
these be established: (1) a supreme national government; (2) 
a congressional power to negative all improper laws; (3) a na
tional judiciary having power as to revenue, impeachments, 
and "the national peace and harmony"; and (4) a council of 
revision possessing veto power over all national and state leg
islative acts.100 All were defeated. "[A] motion to have the 
Constitution approved by a national convention failed to win 
a second."101 Thus, a supreme national government over the 
states as opposed to a federal government was promoted, but 
the Federalists prevailed on all counts. The Constitution is a 
compact between sovereign states based on federalism. 102 

The word "compact" (or states' rights) was freely used at the 
Constitutional Convention, and the argument that the Con
stitution was not a compact was not heard until 1833.103 In 
the 1799 Kentucky Resolutions, Jefferson referred to the 

98. Stephen A. Conrad, James Wilson's ''Assimilation of the Common-Law 
Mind," 84 Nw. U. L. REV. 186, 217-18 (1990); see also James Wilson, Speech in the 
State House Yard, Philadelphia, (Oct. 6 1787), in 2 THE DocuMENTARY HISTORY OF 

THE RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION: RATIFICATION OF THE CONSTITUTION BY THE 

STATES: PENNSYLVANIA 167, 167--68 (Merrill Jensen ed., 1976). 
99. U.S. CoNST. amend. X ("The powers, not delegated to the United States, by 

the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States 
respectively, or to the people."). 

100. NOTES OF DEBATES IN THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787 REPORTED BY 
JAMEs MADISON 32 (W.W. Norton & Co., N.Y. 1966); JoHN TAYLOR, NEw V1Ews OF 
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 17-18, 26, 29 (1823). 

101. RICHARD M. WEAVER, THE SOUTHERN TRADITION AT BAY: A HISTORY OF 
PosTBELLUM THOUGHT 119 (George Core & M.E. Bradford eds., 1968). 

102. ST. GEORGE TucKER, VIEW OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 91 
(1999) ("The [C]onstitution ... is an original, written, federal, and social compact, 
freely, voluntarily, and solemnly entered into by the several states ... and ratified 
by the people thereof .... "); see also JOHN C. CALHOUN, A DISQUISITION ON 
GOVERNMENT AND A DISCOURSE ON THE CONSTITUTION AND GOVERNMENT OF THE 
UNITED STATES 131 (Richard K Cralle ed., Lawbook Exch. 2003) (1851); Thomas 
Jefferson, Kentucky Resolutions of 1798 and 1799, reprinted in 4 THE DEBATES IN 
THE SEVERAL STATE CONVENTIONS ON THE AoOPl'ION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION 
AS RECOMMENDED BY THE GENERAL CONVENTION AT PHILADELPHIA IN 1787, at 540, 
540 (Jonathan Elliot ed., 2d ed. 1836); James Madison, Virginia Resolutions of 1798, 
reprinted in 4 THE DEBATES m THE SEVERAL STATE CONVENTIONS, supra, at 528, 528. 

103. WEAVER, supra note 101, at 119. After 1833, Daniel Webster first argued 
that the Constitution was not a compact based on Justice Story's Commentaries. 
Webster recanted in 1850 by raising ''his mighty voice in behalf of'the compact of the 
Constitution;' declaring that as it had been 'deliberately entered into by the States,' 
so the States should religiously observe 'all its stipulations."' Id. at 120. 
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state/federal relationship as a compact and stated, "[Al nulli
fication, by those sovereignties [the states], of all 
unauthorized acts done under color of that instrument [the 
Constitution], is the rightful remedy ."10• Vermont was the 
only state to make critical replies to the Jefferson/Madison 
resolutions by questioning the compact concept.105 Madison 
also used the word "compact" in warning that if the courts act 
"beyond the grant of the Constitution," the states have "the 
ultimate right ... to judge whether the compact has been 
dangerously violated," and this right extends to violations "by 
the judiciary ... the executive, or the legislature. "106 Oppo
nents of the compact doctrine, such as Justice Story, argued 
that since the Constitution's Preamble begins with the words 
"We the People" rather than "We the States" the Framers 
never envisioned a compact.107 Yet, the Constitution's origi
nal text indeed began with "We the People of and the 
States."108 It was changed to ''We the People" by the commit
tee of style because it was impossible to know in advance 
which states would ratify the Constitution. The Convention 
did not want to take any state's approval for granted.109 

Madison said that the powers delegated to the federal gov
ernment by the Constitution in Article I, Section 8 are "few 
and defined" while those retained by the state governments 
are "numerous and indefinite."no The Framers provided 
checks and balances on the use of power including Montes-

104. Jefferson, supra note 102, at 545. 
105. Frank M. Anderson, Contemporary Opinion of the Virginia and Kentucky 

Resolutions II, 5 AM. HrsT. REv. 225, 231-32 (1900). 
106. THOMAS E. Wooos, JR., NuLLIFICATON: How TO RESIST FEDERAL TYRANNY IN 

THE 21sT CENTURY 55-56 (2010) (emphasis added) (Woods references Madison's 
Report of 1800 regarding the Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions). 

107. See, e.g., Chisolm v. Georgia, 2 U.S. (2 Dall.) 419, 469-71 (1793) (opinion of 
Jay, C.J.) (seriatiro); Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, 14 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 304, 332 (1816). 

108. MAX FARRAND, THE FRAMING OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 

190---91 (1913). 
109. Id. 
110. THE FEDERALIST No. 45, at 258 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 

Madison said federal powers "will be exercised principally on external objects, as 
war, peace, negotiation, and, foreign commerce." The states' powers "will extend to 
all the objects, which, in the ordinary course· of affairs, concern the lives, liberties, 
and properties of the people; and the internal order, improvement, and prosperity of 
the State." Id. 
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quieu's separation of powers doctrine.111 As Madison said, 
the accumulation of legislative, executive, and judicial pow
ers in the same hands is "the very definition of tyranny."112 
Article IV, Section 4 of the Constitution guarantees each 
state "a republican form of government."113 John Adams de
fined a republic as "an empire of laws and not of men."114 

BLACKSTONE, THE FOUNDERS, AND JUDICIAL LIMITATIONS 

This Article does not deny the judiciary's power of judicial 
review but examines the Framers' view of it, judicial 
supremacy, and the power of courts. Blackstone explained 
that judicial review was not a part of the English tradition 
because to place "the judicial power above that of the legisla
ture . . . would be subversive of all government" even if a 
statute is unreasonable.115 Madison, tracking Blackstone, 
said, "In republican government, the Legislative authority 
necessarily predominates."116 Thus, Article I, Section 1 vests 
"ALL legislative Powers" in Congress, and Article III gives 
the judiciary only "Judicial Power'' to decide "cases" and "con
troversies."117 It was "generally supposed, [at the 

111. CHARLES LOUIS JOSEPH DE 8EC0NDAT, THE BARON OF MONTESQUIEU OF 

FRANCE, THE SPIRIT OF THE LAWS 196-98 (Univ. of Cal. Press 1977) (1748). 
112. THE FEDERALIST No. 47, at 266 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
113. U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 4. 
114. John Adams, Thoughts on Government, in 4 THE WoRKS OF JOHN ADAMS 

189, 194 ·(Charles Francis Adams ed., Books for Libraries Press 1969) (1851) 
(internal quotation marks omitted). 

115. BLACKSTONE, supra note 36, at 91. Judicial activists cite Sir Edward Coke's 
opinion in Dr. Bonham's Case, as precedent for judicial review. Coke said when a 
Parliamentary act "is against common right or reason, or repugnant or impossible to 
be performed, the common law will controul it, and adjudge such Act to be void .... " 
Dr. Bonham's Case, (1610) 77 Eng. Rep. 646, 652. However, as Brent Bozell points 
out, the words were actually irrelevant to the final outcome of the case. The case 
could not be precedent for judicial review under the rule of stare decisis since Coke 
did not declare the statute in question invalid. Coke himself later repudiated the 
Bonham doctrine saying the views expressed therein were not necessarily his own 
but simply reflected the state of the law as he had been lead to understand it. Thus, 
as Bozell says, the Bonham doctrine is not a legal precedent but a theory that never 
became a precedent. Later, Coke was to ally himself unmistakably with the 
parliamentary supremacists. See L. BRENT BOZELL, THE WARREN REVOLUTION 
123--36 (1966). 

116. THE FEDERALIST No. 51, at 287 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
117. U.S. CONST. arts. I, § 1, III, §§ 1-2. The Supreme Court held early on that 

''judicial power" is authority to determine controversies between the government and 
individuals or between individual parties. "That power is capable of acting only 
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Convention,] that the jurisdiction given [to the Court] was 
constructively limited to cases of a judiciary nature," as 
Madison said, "The right of expounding the Constitution, in 
cases not of this nature, ought not to be given to that 
department."118 

THE CONSTITUTION, COMMON LAW, AND JUSTICE HOLMES 

Omitting the common law in the Constitution would have 
caused great concern among the people.119 It is mentioned by 
name in the Seventh Amendment.120 The Supreme Court 
held in 1820 that when terms defined at common law are in
cluded in the Constitution, these definitions "are necessarily 
included ... as if they stood in the text."121 Chancellor James 
Kent thought this made good sense since without the com
mon law, "courts would be left ... to roam at large in the 
trackless field of their own imaginations."122 The Supreme 
Court has stated, ''The language of the Constitution ... could 
not be understood without reference to the common law."123 

Chief Justice Marshall consulted the common law to ascer
tain the meanings of habeas corpus and treason-both 
constitutional terms.124 Nevertheless, Justice Holmes' book 
The Common Law laid the basis for undermining the common 
law, which he believed was basically governed by the motive 

when the subject is submitted to it by a party who asserts his rights in the form 
prescribed by law. It then becomes a case .... " Osborn v. Bank of the U.S., 22 U.S. 
(1 Wheat.) 738, 819 (1824) (emphasis added). 

118. JAMES MADISON, JOURNAL OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION 617 (E.H. Scott ed., 
Scott, Foresman & Co. 1898) (1840) (emphasis added). 

119. See Archie P. Jones, The Christian Roots of the War for Independence, J. 
CHRISTIAN RECONSTRUCTION, Summer 1976, at 13, 36. John Adams told the Senate 
as Vice President that had he thought "that the common law had not by the 
Revolution become the law of the United States under its new government, he never 
would have drawn his sword in the contest." McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 177. 

120. U.S. CONST. amend. VII ("In suits at common law, where the value in 
controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, 
and no fact tried by a jury, shall otherwise be re-examined in any court of the United 
States, than according to the rules of common law."). 

121. United States v. Smith, 18 U.S. (5 Wheat.) 153, 160 (1820). 
122. 1 JAMES KENT, COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN LAw 373 (Little, Brown & Co., 

9th ed. 1858). 
123. United States v. Wong Kim Ark, 169 U.S. 649, 654 (1898). 
124. Ex Parte Bollman, 8 U.S. (4 Cranch) 75, 93-94, 112 (1807) (habeas corpus 

and treason); United States v. Burr, 25 F.Cas. 30, 159 (C.C. Va. 1807) (treason). 
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of revenge.125 This resulted in the Supreme Court overturn
ing almost a century of precedent in holding that a general 
federal common law does not exist.126 Even though Black
stone believed that court decisions are not laws but merely 
evidence of what the laws are,127 the Supreme Court deter
mined that state high court rulings, as well as statutes, are 
"laws."12s 

THE EXCEPTIONS POWER OF CONGRESS 

Article III, Section 1 gives Congress total control over the 
lower federal courts' original and appellate jurisdiction. In 
Article III, Section 2, the Framers placed significant limits on 
the Supreme Court's original and appellate jurisdiction, 
granting Congress the ability to remedy any difficulties.129 

Hamilton demonstrated that the Framers specifically had ju
dicial excess in mind when drafting the Exceptions Clause. 
He said if grants of power to the judiciary resulted in "incon
veniences . . . it ought to be recollected, that the National 
Legislature will have ample authority to make such excep
tions, and to prescribe such regulations, as will be calculated 
to obviate or remove these inconveniences."130 Hamilton fur
ther stated that the Court's appellate jurisdiction would be 
"subject to any exceptions and regulations which may be 

125. HOLMES, supra note 78, at 6-7, 33. 
126. Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 79 (1938); Swift v. Tyson, 41 U.S. (16 

Pet.) 1, 18 (1842). This raised more questions. The rule of stare decisis is not found 
in the Constitution; it is a principle of the common law and a rule of decision 
acknowledged by the Court. Justice Robert Jackson noted that the Constitution 
(Article I, Section 10) prohibits impairing the obligation of contracts but does not 
define a contract. Thus, the Court reads the common law doctrine of consideration 
into the contract clause. McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 186. 

127. BLACKSTONE, supra note 36, at 71 ("So that the law, and the opinion of the 
judge, are not always convertible terms, or one and the same thing; since it 
sometimes may happen that the judge may mistake the law. Upon the whole, 
however, we may take it as a general rule, 'that the decisions of courts of justice are 
the evidence of what is comm{!n law' .... "). 

128. Erie, 304 U.S. at 78 ("And whether the law of the State shall be declared by 
its Legislature in a statute or by its highest court in a decision is not a matter of 
federal concern. There is no federal general common law."). 

129. U.S. CONST. art. III,§ 2, cl. 2 ("In all the other Cases before mentioned, the 
supreme Court shall have appellate Jurisdiction, both as to Law and Fact, with such 
Exceptions, and under such Regulations as the Congress shall make."). 

130. THE FEDERALIST No. 80, at 440 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
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thought advisable."131 Chief Justice Oliver Ellsworth had 
been a member of the Committee of Detail Draft Constitution 
at the Constitutional Convention that wrote the Exceptions 
Clause.132 While on the Supreme Court, he referred to the 
Clause in writing, "If Congress has provided no rule to regu
late our proceedings, we cannot exercise an appellate 
jurisdiction; and if the rule is provided, we cannot depart 
from it."13s Chief Justice Marshall wrote that under the Ex
ceptions Clause, even if Congress has not expressly declared 
that the Supreme Court's jurisdiction shall not extend to cer
tain cases but has affirmatively described its jurisdiction, the 
latter implies "a negative on the exercise of such appellate 
power as is not comprehended within" the affirmative 
description.134 "It would be repugnant to every principle of 
sound construction, to imply an exception against the in
tent."135 Later, Congress removed the Supreme Court's 
Article III jurisdiction over a Fifth Amendment case, and con
sequently, the Court held that the only power it possessed 
was to dismiss the case.1as 

MAR.BURY V. MADISON 

Judicial review was not a part of the American colonial tra
dition.1s7 In fact, Justice James Wilson, a member of the 
Constitutional Convention, said in 1791 that judges were the 
"objects of aversion and distrust" in America.138 A detested 
judiciary would not be given the last word on policy. Some
times courts were defied. In 1803, the Jefferson 
Administration, angered by the eleventh hour judicial ap-

131. THE FEDERALIST No. 81, at 449 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
132. THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION: A NARRATNE HISTORY FROM THE NOTES 

OF JAMES MAn1soN ix, 187 (Edward J. Larson & Michael P. Winship eds., 2005). 
133. Wiscart v. Dauchy, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 321, 327 (1796) (opinion of Ellsworth, 

C.J.) (seriatim). 
134. Durousseau v. United States, 10 U.S. (1 Cranch) 307, 31';1: (1810). 
135. Id. at 318. 
136. Ex Parte McCardle, 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 506, 508, 514 (1868). 
137. See BozELL, supra note 115, at 135--36 (discussing Blackstone's view that 

the judiciary could not override the legislature simply because a statute was 
"unreasonable."). 

138. James Wilson, Of Government, in 1 THE WORKS OF JAMES WILSON, supra 
note 57, at 383, 398. 
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pointments by the Federalists, joined Congress to shut down 
the Supreme Court for fourteen months.139 Jefferson ulti
mately called the United States Judiciary "the subtle corps of 
sappers and miners constantly working under ground to un
dermine the foundations of our confederated fabric."140 
President Andrew Jackson, in defying a court order favoring 
Indian tribes, remarked, "John Marshall has made his deci
sion. Now let him enforce it!"141 Both Madison142 and 
Alexander Hamilton advocated judicial review as to legisla
tive acts.143 Hamilton said that the judiciary would be "the 
least dangerous to the political rights of the Constitution" be
cause it has "neither force nor will, but merely judgment."144 
However, the Madison/Hamilton views as to judicial review 
do not appear to have been a majority view since the issue 
was never directly dealt with by the 1787 Constitutional Con
vention. Judicial review "does not derive from any explicit 
constitutional command."145 

It was in this atmosphere that the Marshall Court decided 
Marbury v. Madison, which established judicial review.146 

139. See 1 CHARLES WARREN, THE SUPREME COURT IN UNITED STATES HisTORY 

208-223 (new and rev. ed. 1928) ("[I]mmediately after the enactment of the Repeal 
Law, a further bill was introduced, and after a short debate passed, abolishing the 
new June and December Terms of the Supreme Court (created by the Act of 1801), 
and restoring the old February Term but not the old August Term."). 

140. Letter from Thomas Jefferson to T. Ritchie (1820), in THOMAS JEFFERSON ON 
DEMOCRACY 63, 63 (Saul K. Padover ed., 1939). 

141. BoRK, supra note 1, at 28. 
142. EATON, supra note 89, at 18 ("James Madison, who was to become the 

Secretary of State involved in Marbury u. Madison, had stated at the constitutional 
convention that, 'A law violating a Constitution established by the people 
themselves, would be considered by the judges null and void."'). 

143. See THE FEDERALIST No. 78, at 425 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott ed., 
1898). 

144. Id. 
145. ALEXANDER M. BICKEL, THE LEAST DANGEROUS BRANCH: THE SUPREME 

CouRT AT THE BAR OF POLITICS 1 (Yale Univ. Press, 2d ed. 1986). 
146. Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 179-80 (1803). 

Here the language of the [CJonstitution is addressed especially to the 
courts. It prescribes, directly for them, a rule of evidence not to be 
departed from. If the legislature should change that rule, and declare 
one witness, or a confession out of court, sufficient for conviction, must 
the constitutional principle yield to the legislative act? 

Thus, the particular phraseology of the [CJonstitution of the United 
States confirms and strengthens the principle, supposed to be essential 
to all written constitutions, that a law repugnant to the [C]onstitution 
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President John Adams appointed William Marbury a Justice 
of the Peace, but his commission remained undelivered when 
Thomas Jefferson became President.147 Jefferson then di
rected Secretary of State James Madison to withhold 
Marbury's commission.148 Marbury sued Madison in the Su
preme Court invoking its original jurisdiction.149 Chief 
Justice Marshall held that the case did not fall under the 
Court's original jurisdiction.150 Marshall should have 
stopped right there but "deliberately misread a clear statute" 
in order to declare it invalid.151 Marshall claimed that the 
statute's Article 13 attempted to give the Court original juris
diction, contrary to the Constitution, in cases such as 
Marbury. 152 The statute did not in fact give the Court origi
nal jurisdiction in such cases, but by making such an 
assertion, Marshall was able to claim judicial authority to 
strike down a congressional statute and establish the doc
trine of judicial review .153 

Because of "Marshall's calculated arrogance in sermon
izing," the Jefferson Administration virtually sought to 
destroy the Court whose ruling it viewed as obiter dicta and 
improper since the Court had already ruled that it did not 
have jurisdiction.154 Later, frightened by the impeachment of 

Id. 

is void; and that courts, as well as other departments, are bound by that 
instrument. 

147. Id. at 138. 
148. Id. 
149. Id. at 172-73. 
150. Id. at 176 ("The authority, therefore, given to the supreme court, by the act 

establishing the judicial courts of the United States, to issue writs of mandamus to 
public officers, appears not to be warranted by the [C]onstitution; and it becomes 
necessary to enquire whether a jurisdiction, so conferred, can be exercised."). 

151. BoRK, supra note 1, at 24. 
152. FORREST McDONALD, A CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES 58 

(1982) ("[O}n the ground that Article 13 [of the statute] was unconstitutional because 
it gave the court original jurisdiction, whereas the Constitution directed that its 
jurisdiction be original only in certain specified kinds of cases and appellate in all 
others."). 

153. Id. ("Deliberately or not, Marhsall misread Article 13; it did not in fact give 
the Court original jurisdiction in such cases."); BoRK, supra note 1, at 23 ("There was 
nothing in the least controversial in this humdrum and inoffensive power to require 
an officer to do his duty. But Marshall argued, quite incorrectly, that a writ of 
mandamus could be issued only in the exercise of the Court's original 
jurisdiction .... "). 

154. McDONALD, supra note 152, at 58. 
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Justice Samuel Chase and the Jefferson Administration's at
tack on the federal judiciary, Marshall proposed that the 
impeachment power yield to a legislative veto over court deci
sions that the legislature deemed unsound.155 

DID MARBURY BEG THE REAL QUESTION? 

Marbury is very vulnerable as a foundation for judicial re
view and ''in essence begs the question. What is more, it begs 
the wrong question."156 The real question "was not whether 
an act repugnant to the Constitution could stand, but who 
should be empowered to decide that the act is repugnant .... 
[T]he courts, the legislature itself, the President, perhaps ju
ries for purposes of criminal trials, or ultimately and finally 
the people through the electoral process?"157 Madison had 
said that "the ultimate authority . . . resides in the people 
alone."1ss In this regard, until 1856, Marbury was the only 
case by which an act of Congress was declared invalid.159 It 
was not until late in the nineteenth century that the Court 
began to claim to be the exclusive arbiter of the Constitu
tion.160 Meanwhile, presidents vetoed scores of congressional 
acts on grounds of unconstitutionality.1s1 

155. 3 ALBERT J. BEVERIDGE, Tm: LIFE OF JOHN MAfIBHALL 178 (1919}. 
156. BICKEL, supra note 145, at 2 ("The opinion is very vulnerable . ... For to rest 

the edifice on the foundation Marshall supplied is ultimately to weaken it, as 
opponents of the function of judicial review know well. There are sounder 
justifications of judicial review."). 

157. Id. at 3. 
158. THE FEDERALIST No. 46, at 260 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
159. Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393, 628 (1856) ("If the Constitution 

prescribe one rule, and the law another and different rule, it is the duty of courts to 
declare that the Constitution, and not the law, governs the case before them for 
judgment."). 

160. McDONALD, supra note 152, at 60--61. 
161. McDONALD, supra note 152, at 61; see also 2 CLARENCE B. CARSON, A BASIC 

HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES: THE BEGINNING OF THE REPUBLIC 1775-1825, at 173 
(1984). 

Id. 

However, in 1817, Congress presented President Madison with a bill 
which pledged funds for roads, canals, and other navigation 
improvements. Madison vetoed the bill on constitutional grounds . ... 
President Monroe had a similar opportunity when a bill crune before 

him in the 1820s appropriating money for maintaining the Cumberland 
Road. He vetoed it, declaring that no power was granted in the 
Constitution for such purposes. 
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Chief Justice Marshall admitted privately that he did not 
believe Marbury to be final on constitutional issues in rela
tion to the executive and legislative branches or that the 
Court's interpretation was superior to that of the President or 
Congress.162 Thomas Jefferson and Andrew Jackson did not 
believe the Court's interpretation was superior but that the 
President should interpret the Constitution as he under
stands it. 16 3 Since Marbury, its misuse has altered the 
perceived meaning of the Constitution. 

SUPREME COURT JURISDICTION, THE STATES, AND THE 

SUPREMACY CLAUSE 

The Supremacy Clause provides, "This Constitution, and 
the Laws of the United States . . . made in Pursuance 
thereof ... shall be the supreme Law of the Land .... "164 

However, Hamilton said that federal actions not in pursu
ance of constitutional powers are but invasions of the states' 
powers and are not supreme law but "merely acts of usurpa
tion, and will deserve to be treated as such."165 He said, "The 
laws of the United States are supreme, as to all their proper 
constitutional objects: the laws of the states are supreme in 
the same way."166 Chief Justice John Marshall emphatically 
agreed.167 Article VI appears to make state judges protectors 

162. McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 306. 
163. EDWARD 8. CORWIN, COURT OVER CONSTITUTION: A STUDY OF JUDICIAL 

REVIEW AS AN INSTRUMENT OF POPULAR GoVERNMENT 69-71. Jefferson said, "[T]he 
right to decide what laws are constitutional, and what not, not only for themselves in 
their own sphere of action, but for the Legislature and Executive also, in their 
spheres, would make the judiciary a despotic branch." Id. at 69--70. And Jackson 
said, "Each public officer who takes an oath to support the Constitution swears that 
he will support it as he understands it, and not as it is understood by others." Id. at 
71. 

164. U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2 (emphasis added). 
165. THE FEDERALIST No. 33, at 175 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
166. Alexander Hamilton, New York Debates, in 2 THE DEBATES IN THE SEVERAL 

STATE CONVENTIONS ON THE ADOPTION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION As 
RECOMMENDED BY THE GENERAL CONVENTION AT PHILADELPHIA IN 1787, at 356 
(Jonathan Elliot ed., 2d ed. 1836) (emphasis added). 

167. M'Culloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 410 (1819) ("In America, the 
powers of sovereignty are divided between the government of the Union, and those of 
the States. They are each sovereign, with respect to the objects committed to it, and 
neither sovereign with respect to the objects committed to the other."). 
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of states' powers.168 State courts took these assurances very 
seriously. 

Even though the Constitution makes no provision for fed
eral judicial review of state court decisions, and even though 
giving federal courts such jurisdiction is not a part of Con
gress's enumerated powers in Article I, the First Congress 
purported to give such power in the Judiciary Act of 1789.169 

Pursuant to the Judiciary Act, the Court reversed the Vir
ginia Supreme Court in holding that an alien possessed 
certain real property against a Virginia citizen and "against 
all persons but the sovereign."170 Justice Story "brazenly im
pos[ed] the will of federal judiciary upon the [S]tate of 
Virginia"171 whose high court defied the ruling, contending 
that it was not in pursuance of the Constitution since "the 
appellate power of the Supreme Court of the United States, 
does not extend to this court."172 This was by no means the 
only case of such defiance.173 From 1789-1860, seven state 

168. U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2 ("[AJnd the Judges in every State shall be bound 
thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any state to the Contrary 
notwithstanding."). Furthermore, "IT]his provision of the Supremacy Clause 
liberates [state judges] from the rule of [national supremacy] whenever U.S. laws are 
not made in pursuance of the U.S. Constitution." BozELL, supra note 115, at 256 
(alterations in original) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

169. Judiciary Act of 1789, ch. 20, § 25, 1 Stat. 85 (1789) ("That a final judgment 
or decree in any suit, in the highest court of law or equity of a State in which a 
decision in the suit could be had ... may be re~examined and reversed or affirmed in 
the Supreme Court of the United States upon a writ of error .... "). 

170. Fairfax's Devisee v. Hunter's Lessee, 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 603, 620 (1813). 
171. McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 242. 

"Story ... nullified local law and annulled and invalidated Virginia 
arguments in a sweeping extension of national judicial power. Implicit 
in the decision was the denial that Virginia was a legal or jurisdictional 
unit distinguishable from the United States. Implicit also was the 
scarcely veiled assertion that the Old Dominion was little more than an 
administrative unit in a constitutionally centralized state." 

Id. at 242 n.17 (alteration in original) (quoting William R. Leslie, Similarities in 
Lord Mansfield's and Joseph Story's View of Fundamental Law, 1 AM. J. LEGAL H1sT. 

278, 298 (1957)) (internal quotation marks omitted). 
172. Hunter v. Martin, 18 Va. (4 Munf.) 11, 31 (1814) (opinion of Fleming, J.) 

(seriatim). 
173. Since Martin, there have been many instances of state court resistance to 

Supreme Court orders. See Walter F. Murphy, Lower Court Checks on Supreme 
Court Power, 53 AM. PoL. Sci. REV. 1017 (1959); Note, Evasion of Supreme Court 
Mandates in Cases Remanded to State Courts Since 1941, 67 HAR.v. L. REv. 1251, 
1251 (1954); Note, State Court Evasion of United States Supreme Court Mandates, 
56 YALE L.J. 574, 576 (1947). 
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courts denied the constitutional right of the Supreme Court 
to review state court decisions. 174 

Article III, Section 2 of the Constitution provides, "The ju
dicial [i.e., federal] Power shall extend to all cases, in Law 
and Equity, arising under this Constitution, the Law of the 
United States, and Treaties" followed by the enumeration of 
specific cases.175 Appeal from state court cases is not men
tioned.176 Neither is it mentioned in Congress's enumerated 
powers in Article 1, Section 8. 177 Yet, the Virginia ruling 
brought review in Martin v. Hunter's Lessee as to whether 
Congress had the constitutional authority to give the Court 
such jurisdiction over state court cases. Justice Story and the 
Supreme Court claimed that Article III establishes general 
and "national" powers in the federal judiciary which are in all 
respects "supreme."178 This decision expanded federal power 
by first disdaining the Federalist's conception of a compact 
between the states and claiming that the Constitution "was 
ordained and established, not by the states in their sovereign 
capacities, but ... by 'the people of the United States."'179 

Secondly, Story asserted that the federal government has not 
only enumerated powers but also those given "by necessary 
implication"180-an argument wholly incongruous with the 
doctrine of enumerated powers. Additionally, Story claimed 

174. Charles Warren, Legislative and Judicial Attacks on the Supreme Court of 
the United States-A History of the Twenty-Fifth Section of the Judiciary Act, 47 AM. 
L. REV. 1, 3-4 (1913) ("The Legislatures of all these States (except California), and 
also of Pennsylvania and Maryland, formally adopted resolutions or statutes against 
this power of the Supreme Court. Bills were introduced in Congress on at least ten 
occasions to deprive the Court of its jurisdiction-in 1821, 1822, 1824, 1831, 1846, 
1867, 1868, 1871, 1872 and 1882."). 

175. U.S. CONST. art. III,§ 2 ("[T]o all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public 
Ministers and Consuls;-to all Cases of admiralty and maritime Jurisdiction;-to 
Controversies to which the United States shall be a party;-to Controversies 
between two or more States;-between a State and Citizens of another State;
between Citizens of different States;-between Citizens of the same State claiming 
Lands under Grants of different States, and between a State, or the Citizens thereof, 
and foreign States, Citizens or Subjects."). This was edited by the Eleventh 
Amendment which requires that suits against a State by a citizen of another State or 
a foreign nation roust be initiated in the courts of that State. U.S. CONST. amend. XI. 

176. See U.S. CoNST. art. III, § 2. 
177. See U.S. CoNST. art. 1, § 8. 
178. Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, 14 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 304, 328 (1816). 
179. Id. at 324. 
180. Id. at 326. 
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that "appellate jurisdiction is given by the [C]onstitution to 
the supreme court in all cases where it has not original juris
diction; subject, however, to such exceptions and regulations 
as congress may prescribe. It is, therefore, capable of em
bracing every case enumerated in the [C]onstitution .... "1a1 
Justice Story further claimed that federal courts can ''without 
question, revise the proceedings of the executive and legisla
tive authorities of the states, and if they are found to be 
contrary to the [C]onstitution, may declare them to be of no 
legal validity."1s2 Finally, Story said another motive for such 
all-embracing appellate jurisdiction was "the importance, and 
even necessity of uniformity of decisions" among state tribu
nals "upon all subjects within the purview of the 
[C]onstitution."183 This decision's impact on federal/state re
lations was revolutionary and was "the keystone of the whole 
arch of Federal judicial power."1a• 

In 1821, Chief Justice Marshall extended the principle of 
judicial review of state decisions to include criminal cases.185 

Opposition to this decision was thunderous. Judge Spencer 
Roane, of Virginia's high court, publicly bemoaned the "mon
strous" decision as an example of upright judges succumbing 
to the corruption that comes from a "love of power."186 At
tacks came from even more exalted quarters. Thomas 
Jefferson said, according to the Supreme Court, "[T]he States 
are provinces of the Empire," and the Court, according to 
some, has "the infallibility of the Pope. Caesar then has only 
to send out his pro-consuls and with the sanction of a Pope all 
is settled; but the battle of Bunker Hill ... was not fought to 
set up a Pope."187 

181. Id. at 337 (emphasis added). 
182. Id. at 344. 
183. Id. at 347--348. 
184. WARREN, supra note 139, at 449. 
185. Cohens v. Virginia, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat.) 264 (1821). Marshall knew the 

decision carried consequences beyond the extant case. ''The judiciary cannot, as the 
legislature may, avoid a measure because it approaches the confines of the 
[C]onstitution. We cannot pass it by because it is doubtful. With whatever doubts, 
with whatever difficulties, a case may be attended, we must decide it, ifit be brought 
before us." Id. at 404. 

186. WARREN, supra note 139, at 555-56. 
187. BozELL, supra note 115, at 238-39 (internal quotation marks omitted). 
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CONSTITUTIONALIST JOHN TAYLOR EXPOSES 

THE NATIONALISTS 

[Vol. 3 

Perhaps the most thoughtful and eloquent attack on Mar
tin was by Virginian John Taylor, an eminent constitutional 
lawyer, U.S. Senator, and friend and confidante of Jeffer
son.188 Taylor, upon reading in 1818 the belatedly published 
Journals of the 1787 Constitutional Convention, concluded 
that the Nationalist proclivities of the federal government 
were a danger to the liberties of the people and totally at odds 
with the triumph of the Federalists at the Convention.189 In 
addressing Justice Story's assertion against the compact the
ory of the Union, Taylor stated, "The artifice of destroying the 
rights of the people, under the mask of vindicating them, is as 
old as government itself."190 Taylor maintained that the 
union was a compact formed not by the people in the abstract 
but by the people organized politically in the several sover
eign states.1s1 He said, "States, and the people of each state, 
are synonymous words," and added that "[a]n American na
tion, able to make a national constitution, is not to be found in 
the [D]eclaration of [I]ndependence, in the [C]onfederation of 
1777, in the [C]onstitution of 1787, or in its mode of ratifica
tion."192 Moreover, the two words national and general are 
not in the Constitution.193 In stating such, Taylor said the 
Constitution itself expressly recognizes and includes the 
states as parties to a compact in numerous provisions of the 
Constitutions.194 He then asked, "Does [the power of Con
gress to ordain and establish federal courts] empower 

188. CHARLES A. BEARD, ECONOMIC ORIGINS OF JEFFERSONIAN DEMOCRACY 322 
(1949); HENRY H. SIMMS, LIFE OF JOHN TAYlOR 37, 59, 93 (1932). 

189. GARRETT WARD SHELDON & c. WILLIAM HILL, JR., THE LIBERAL 

REPUBLICANISM OF JOHN TAYLOR OF CAROLINE 181-82 (2008). 
190. JOHN TAYLOR, NEW VIEWS OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 187 

(Leonard W. Levy ed., Da Capo Press 1971) (1823). 
191. Id. at 23. 
192. Id. at 87, 90. 
193. Id. at 71. 
194. See generally id. at 8, 12-13, 226, 277 (referring to Article VII requiring 

ratification by nine states for the Constitution's establishment; Article V requiring 
approval of three-fourths of states to amend it; Article IV, § 4 guaranteeing each 
state a republican form of government; Article II, § 1 granting each state the power 
to direct electors for choosing the president and requiring a deadlock vote to be 
determined in the House of Representatives by votes from each state). 
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Congress to ordain, that superior state courts shall be infer
ior to federal courts?"195 No power enables Congress to confer 
"supremacy upon the federal judiciary over the state judiciar
ies, or to bestow upon the former an appellate jurisdiction 
extending to the latter."196 He pointed out that the Conven
tion had in fact considered and rejected proposals providing 
that "the judicial power shall be exercised in such manner as 
the legislature may direct" and as to questions regarding na
tional peace and harmony.197 Thus, the matter should have 
been settled. "The spectacle of the slain rising up alive, and 
the living falling down, dead could not have been expected by 
either."198 The right of the states not to be subject to sucli a 
congressional negative "is among the rights reserved."199 

THE FEDERAL JumcIARy's JURISDICTION IS 

EXPRESSLY LIMITED 

Showing that the Legislature's powers were limited, Taylor 
demonstrated that the federal judicial powers were equally 
limited. He cited Hamilton's declaration that the judicial 
powers are "co-extensive" with the legislative and executive 
powers.200 As such, they can be no larger and extend no fur
ther in the judicial sphere of government than the legislative 
powers do in their sphere. 201 If federal courts can revise the 
proceedings of the executive and legislative authorities of the 
States, as Justice Story claimed, do Congress and the Presi
dent have the same powers?20 2 The answer is that no such 
power is enumerated. Thus, if the federal judicial power is 
co-extensive with that of the legislative and executive powers, 
the federal judiciary has no such powers of revision. If so, the 
Constitution is amended inconsistent with Article V. 

195. Id. at 128. 
196. Id. at 127. 
197. Id. at 26, 29 (internal quotation marks omitted). 
198. Id. at 31. 
199. Id. at 33--34. 
200. Id. at 146; THE FEDERALIST No. 80, at 435 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott 

ed., 1898). 
201. TAYLOR, supra note 190, at 146. 
202. See generally id. at 146-148 (discussing the co-extensive argument). 
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Taylor adds the clincher. Justifying federal judicial review 
of state court cases through Justice Story's contention that 
the Court has appellate jurisdiction in all cases where it does 
not have original jurisdiction203 is inconsistent with Article 
III, Section 2, which expressly limits the Court's appellate ju
risdiction to the type of cases cited. 204 If Story was right, the 
enumeration is superfluous. The same argument applies 
that Madison made regarding the General Welfare Clause.2os 
If the grant of judicial power in Article III, Section 2 extends 
the power to decide virtually any case the federal judiciary 
desires, the specific enumerations that follow are an absurd
ity.20a Why cite them if Story was right? The Framers dealt 
in no such absurdities. Article III, Section 2, Clause 1 specifi
cally enumerates the very limited original jurisdiction and 
then states in Clause 2, "In all the other cases before men
tioned, the Supreme Court shall have appellate 
Jurisdiction .... "207 Hamilton did not support Story's claims 
for such plenary powers. 20s He saw no blank check granted 
to the federal judiciary over state court cases as Story did but 
cited for example those types of cases specifically enumer
ated.20• Review of state court cases, except for those 
expressly mentioned, are not authorized. Thus, instead of a 
supreme judiciary, "a limited judiciary is found in the 
[C]onstitution."210 

Taylor asserted that state courts were not inferior courts in 
which Congress's legislative powers reached because Con
gress could not constitute state courts.211 Congress may 
create the federal courts, but the Constitution creates the ju-

203. Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, 14 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 304, 337 (1816). 
204. TAYLOR, supra note 190, at 135. 
205. See THE FEDERALIST No. 41, at 230 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898) 

(arguing that the enumeration of powers in the General Welfare Clause would not be 
necessary if other powers were meant to be included). 

206. See U.S. CONST. art. II!, § 2. 
207. U.S. CONST. art. III, § 2 (emphasis added). 
208. See generally THE FEDERALIST No. 80, at 438 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. 

Scott ed., 1898) (discussing the particular instances in which the Constitution gives 
the judiciary authority to act). 

209. Id. 
210. TAYLOR, supra note 190, at 22. 
211. Id. at 127. 
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risdiction. 212 Neither the words "original" or "appellate" 
created any new judicial power but "are expressly restricted 
to the judicial powers previously bestowed."213 Taylor main
tained that Article III, Section 2, in its express enumeration 
of cases, positively excluded the addition of other cases in 
Clause 2. It gives no power to federal courts to try cases aris
ing under state constitutions and laws, to controversies 
between departments, or original or appellate jurisdiction 
over state courts but gives appellate jurisdiction only in those 
cases "before mentioned" in the first paragraph.214 Hamilton 
agreed with Story as to the desirability of uniformity in state 
court decisions involving the Constitution.215 However, the 
Framers rejected such a federal judicial power when they 
voted down a proposal giving that judiciary power as to "the 
national peace and harmony."21s 

TAYLOR'S HARD QUESTIONS FOR JUDICIAL SUPREMACISTS 

Taylor asserted, as did Hamilton and Marshall,217 that "[i]f 
the federal judiciary is a political department for the preser
vation of delegated powers, the state judiciaries are also 
political departments for the preservation of the reserved 
powers."218 Taylor then asked some hard questions, "[O]f 
what use is this eulogi(z]ed capacity in state legislatures to 
discover usurpations, if they cannot constitutionally resist 
them; and how can they resist usurpations, if they are sub
jected by the [C]onstitution to a sovereignty or supremacy in 
the usurper?"219 How can the states be republics, as guaran
teed by Article IV, Section 4, "if they may be tried, their laws 
and judgments annulled, and their powers abridged, by a 
court, which is neither their peer, their master, nor their 
guarantee?"220 Are unconstitutional congressional laws void 

212. See id. 
213. Id. at 135. 
214. Id. at 135--36. 
215. THE FEDERALIST No. 80, at 435 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
216. TAYLOR, supra note 190, at 26 (emphasis omitted). 
217. Hamilton, supra note 166, at 362; M'Culloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 

316, 410 (1819). 
218. TAYLOR, supra note 190, at 140. 
219. Id. at 70. 
220. Id. at 137. 
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while unconstitutional federal judgments are not?221 If the 
federal judiciary can control state courts, it can control their 
legislative and executive departments. If, as Madison said, 
the federal government's jurisdiction extends to certain enu
merated objects only and reserves to the states a residuary 
and inviolable sovereignty over all other objects, how can 
such judicial review be justified-as an unenumerated ob
ject?222 Taylor asked, "How can any inviolable sovereign 
state jurisdiction exist, ifit is subject to a federal or national 
judicial supremacy?"223 If so, the states, Taylor answered, 
"are told that the devil, thus repeatedly exorcised, still re
mains in the church."224 

THE GENERAL WELFARE CLAUSE DISTORTED 

Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution gives Congress the 
power to "provide for the ... general welfare" and "[t]o make 
all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into 
execution" the powers therein enumerated.225 Pending adop
tion of the Constitution, it was alleged that these clauses 
gave Congress ''power to provide for whatever it might choose 
to regard as the 'general welfare."'226 This proposal ''was 
promptly repudiated."227 Madison said it had been claimed 
that the power to tax, pay debts, and provide for defense and 
the general welfare "amounts to an unlimited commission to 
exercise every power, which may be alleged to be necessary 

221. Id. at 133-34. 
222. Id. at 115. 
223. Id. at 116. 
224. Id. at 36. 

An authority, superior to ... Congress, established the supremacy of 
the IC]onstitution; and therefore, if a law of Congress is 
unconstitutional, it is void, as being treason against this authority. The 
same authority reserved the state rights, including those of a judicial 
nature; and if under its protection, the judicial federal department is 
bound to disobey an unconstitutional law of the federal legislative 
department, the state departments cannot obey an unconstitutional 
federal judgment, without also betraying the [C]onstitution. 

Id. at 150. 
225. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, els. 1, 18 (emphasis added). 
226. Edward S. Corwin, The Passing of Dual Federalism, 36 VA. L. REv. 1, 5 

(1950). 
227. Id. 
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for the common defen[s]e or general welfare."228 Madison re
jected this, "For what purpose could the enumeration of 
particular powers be inserted, if these and all others were 
meant to be included in the preceding general power? ... But 
the idea of an enumeration of particular[] [powers] which 
neither explain nor qualify the general meaning ... is an ab
surdity .... "229 Virtually every other Framer agreed except 
for Hamilton.230 Moreover, Hamilton, perhaps the most na
tionalistic of all the Framers, admitted, "No man's ideas were 
more remote from the plan than his own .... "231 Hamilton's 
plan to make the General Welfare Clause a separate grant of 
power was rejected by the Convention six times.232 President 
Grover Cleveland vetoed, as unconstitutional, legislation for 
spending taxes for private welfare, and stated, "[T]hough the 
people support the Government the Government should not 
[financially] support the people."2ss 

Nevertheless, Hamilton's minority views would, in large 
part, prevail. The Supreme Court, while invalidating the 
New Deal's Agricultural Adjustment Act, adopted Hmnilton's 
rejected view of the General Welfare Clause, basing this on 
Justice Story's view.234 Story's view leads to the same end as 
Hamilton's-"a government of unlimited powers[.]"235 Ironi
cally, Story later narrowed his views after reading Madison's 
notes on the Convention.236 For years, the narrow view was 
honored, but now, massive federal government spending and 
numerous programs not authorized by Article I, Section 8 
abound.237 

228. THE FEDERALIST No. 41, at 230 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
229. Id. at 230-31 (emphasis added). 
230. BERGER, supra note 92, at 101. 
231. 2 THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787, at 645-46 (Max 

Farrand ed., 19). 
232. McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 304. 
233. SKOUSEN, supra note 19, at 129. 
234. United States v. Butler, 297 U.S. 1, 66 (1935). 
235. Henry St. George Tucker, Judge Story's Position on the So-Called General 

Welfare Clause II, 13 A.B.A. J. 465, 468 (1927). 
236. McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 305 n.132. 
237. ROBERT RECTOR ET AL., HERITAGE SPECIAL REPORT SR. 67, OBAMA TO SPEND 

$10.3 TRILLION ON WELFARE 2-3 (2009) (reporting that there are seventy-one federal 
programs now spending $10.3 trillion on welfare). In 2010, Congress, even though 
the Constitution's Article I, Section 8 gives it no such power, passed a health care 
law, which may cost taxpayers $940 billion and will require them to buy health 
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MARSHALL MISCONSTRUES THE NECESSARY AND 

PROPER CLAUSE 

[Vol. 3 

Chief Justice Marshall continued influencing the enlarge
ment of federal power when the Supreme Court considered 
whether Congress had the power to create the Bank of the 
United States.238 Even though this was not among the enu
merated powers, Marshall argued that a government 
possessing powers to lay and collect taxes, borrow money, and 
regulate commerce must have "ample means" to do so.239 He 
found such means in the Necessary and Proper Clause, which 
he said "purport[s] to enlarge, not to diminish the powers 
vested in the government. It purports to be an additional 
power, not a restriction on those already granted."240 On the 
contrary, neither the Necessary and Proper Clause nor its au
thors support Marshall's assertions as the Clause itself 
clearly states its purpose is for executing the enumerated 
powers not adding to them.241 Framer, and later Justice, 
James Wilson said that the Clause provides "no more than 
that the powers we have already particularly given, shall be 
effectually carried into execution."242 Madison said the 
Clause "gives no supplementary power" but only enables exe
cution of the delegated powers.243 This militates against a 
doctrine of implied powers unless they are necessary and 
proper to carry into effect an express grant.244 Such a test 

insurance or face a fine. Lori Montgomery & Paul Kane, House Leaders Announce 
$940 Billion Health-Care Compromise Bill, WASH PosT, Mar. 19, 2010, http://www. 
washinglonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/03/18/AR2010031801153.html? 
sid=ST2010031801317. 

238. M'Cullough v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 401 (1819). 
239. Id. at 358. 
240. Id. at 420. 
241. U.S. CoNST. art. I,§ 8, cl. 18 ('The Congress shall have power . .. To make 

all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the 
foregoing powers, and all other powers vested by this Constitution in the 
government of the United States .... "). 

242. James Wilson, Pennsylvania Debates, in 2 THE DEBATES IN THE SEVERAL 
STATE CONVENTIONS, supra note 166, at 468 (emphasis added). 

243. James Madison, Virginia Debates, in 3 THE DEBATES IN THE SEVERAL STATE 

CONVENTIONS ON THE ADOPTION OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION As RECOMMENDED BY 

THE GENERAL CONVENTION AT PHILADELPHIA IN 1787, at 438 (Jonathan Elliot ed., 2d 
ed. 1836). 

244. BERGER, supra note 92, at 91. 
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has been used by the Supreme Court.245 Although he had 
stated otherwise in Martin,246 Justice Story declared that 
creation of "discretionary powers by implication" are against 
"the general theory of our institutions."247 Yet now, the 
Clause is also known as the "Elastic Clause" to help justify a 
larger central government. 

MARSHALL AND THE COMMERCE CLAUSE 

Chief Justice Marshall's next vehicle for enlarging federal 
power was the Commerce Clause,248 under which the Court 
invalidated a state statute and granted a monopoly to operate 
steamboats on a state's waters.249 Even though the license 
granted was intended only to exempt domestic ships from the 
burdens imposed on foreign ships, "Marshall, in a feat of con
struction reminiscent of his distortion of the mandamus 
statute in Marbury, construed the license as federal permis
sion of unimpeded passage on all navigable waters of the 
United States."250 Marshall said that "commerce" was more 
than just traffic in goods but included "every species of com
mercial intercourse."251 In so doing, he overlooked Dr. 
Samuel Johnson's definition (from his Dictionary of the En
glish Language) of "intercourse," which wedded it to traffic, 
'"the interchange of anything,' that is, of merchandise."252 

Hamilton also tied it to trade, "An unrestrained intercourse 
between the States themselves, will advance the trade of 
each, by an intercourse of their respective produc
tions .... "253 Thus, Marshall's view of commerce did not 
"correspond to the accepted usage" at the Constitution's adop-

245. United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304, 316 (1936). 
246. Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, 14 U.S. (1 Wheat.) 304, 380 (1816). 
247. Gelston v. Hoyt, 16 U.S. (3 Wheat.) 246, 332 (1818). 
248. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 3 ("The Congress shall have power ... To regulate 

commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian 
Tribes .... "). 

249. Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1, 239-40 (1824). 
250. BoRK, supra note 1, at 27. 
251. Gibbons, 22 U.S. at 189, 193. 
252. BERGER, supra note 92, at 123-24 (noting that Dr. Johnson defined 

commerce as "[i]ntercourse, exchange of one thing for another, interchange of 
anything, trade; traffick [sic]"). 

253. THE FEDERALIST No. 11, at 65 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
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tion.254 Subsequently, the Supreme Court held that 
commerce did not include regulation of health laws or manu
factures and did not create federal police power.255 
Nevertheless, much of this changed, particularly during the 
New Deal era. 

One of the Court's most preposterous decisions under the 
Commerce Clause permitted the Department of Agriculture 
to punish an Ohio farmer for exceeding the Department's 
market quota for winter wheat even though the wheat was 
used for home consumption without ever leaving the farm.256 
Nevertheless, a unanimous Court reasoned that the wheat, 
though not in interstate commerce, was a part of it because it 
had "a substantial economic effect on interstate com
merce."257 The assumption was that the very last crumb has 
its effect. In another decision, the Court held that Congress 
had authority to extend the Fair Labor Standards Act to state 
and local governments.258 More recently, the Court broke 
with tradition for the first time since 1935 and held that a 
federal gun control act exceeded congressional power under 
the Commerce Clause. 259 

254. BERGER, supra note 92, at 124. 
255. See Gibbons, 22 U.S. at 203 (discussing areas of the commerce power 

remaining with the states, including "[i]nspection laws, quarantine laws, [and] 
health laws of every description"); see also E.C. Knight v. United States, 156 U.S. 1, 
12 (1895) (excluding manufactures from commerce); Prigg v. Pennsylvania, 41 U.S. 
(16 Pet.) 539, 625 (1842) (reserving fElderal police power to the states); Mayor of New 
York v. MiJn, 36 U.S. (11 Pet.) 102, 141--42 (1837) (recognizing the reserved state 
police powers listed in Gibbons). 

256. Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111, 133 (1942). 
257. Id. at 125. 
258. Garcia v. San Antonio Metro. Transit Auth., 469 U.S. 528, 555-57 (1985). 
259. United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549, 567--68 (1995); see also Boerne v. 

Flores, 521 U.S. 507, 531--33, 536 (1997) (holding unconstitutional the Religious 
Freedom Act which required state governments to exempt religious practices from 
many general laws and regulations); Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 933--35 
(1997) (invalidating provisions of The Brady Act which compelled local sheriffs to 
conduct background checks on would be gun purchasers). But see Gonzales v. Raich, 
545 U.S. 1, 18-19 (2005) (relying on Wickard to uphold federal criminal laws 
regarding marijuana). 
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THE COURT ALTERS THE MEANING OF DUE PROCESS OF LAW 

The phrase "due process of law" is found in both the Fifth 
and Fourteenth Amendments.260 It is derived from the 
Magna Carta and means, according to Lord Coke, '"by the 
due course and process of law' in judicial proceedings."261 
Hamilton said, "The words 'due process' have a precise techni
cal import, and are only applicable to the process and 
proceedings of the courts of justice; they can never be referred 
to an act of the legislature."262 The Supreme Court adopted 
this definition in 1855.263 Justice Story and Chancellor Kent 
both held that due process relates to procedural process and 
criminal proceedings only.264 It was never meant to allow 
courts to strike down legislative acts based on their 
substance. 

The Supreme Court encountered an issue surrounding the 
Missouri Compromise, which prohibited slavery in the former 
Louisiana Territory except, essentially, within the limits of 
the proposed state ofMissouri.265 A slave named Dred Scott 
was taken into a free state and then to Missouri where slav
ery was allowed. Scott sued for his freedom on the basis that 
he became free when taken to a jurisdiction that outlawed 
slavery.266 Chief Justice Roger Taney declared the Missouri 
Compromise invalid and that slave ownership was a constitu
tional right even though no provision in the Constitution then 
conferred such a right.267 Taney changed the meaning of the 
Fifth Amendment's Due Process Clause by holding that a law 
depriving a citizen of his liberty or property because he 
brought his property into a particular area "could hardly be 
dignified with the name of due process of law."268 Justice 

260. U.S. CONST. amends. V, XIV. 
261. Murray's Lessee v. Hoboken Land & Improvement Co., 59 U.S. (18 How.) 

272, 276 (1856); RAOUL BERGER, GOVERNMENT BY JUDICIARY: TuE TRANSFORMATION 
OF THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 198-99 (1977). 

262. 4 THE PAPERS oF ALEXANDER HAMILTON 35 (Harold C. Syrett & Jacob E. 
Cooke eds., 1962) (second emphasis added). 

263. Murray's LeSsee, 59 U.S. at 272, 276. 
264. BERGER, supra note 261, at 199-200. 
265. Dred Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393, 432 (1857). 
266. Id. at 400. 
267. Id. at 417-19, 421. 
268. Id. at 450. 
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Antonin Scalia said this was the first substantive due process 
case.269 Taney transformed a provision simply requiring fair 
procedures into a rule that judges the substance of a statute 
which has "been used countless times by judges who want to 
write their personal beliefs into a document that ... does not 
contain those beliefs."270 Other Justices agreed that Taney's 
reasoning was without merit.271 Later, in a case now consid
ered as dubious as Dred Scott, the Court employed 
substantive economic due process and found a right to con
tract omitted by the Constitution.272 Substantive due process 
set the stage for numerous attacks on state laws. 

MERGER OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS INTO THE 

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT 

Surprisingly, Madison described the Bill of Rights as a 
''nauseous project" but a political necessity.273 Hamilton 
thought that because the federal government had only enu
merated powers, it was both unnecessary and dangerous.274 

After Madison's attempt to apply portions of the Bill of Rights 
to the states failed,275 Chief Justice Marshall held that the 
Bill of Rights restricted only the federal government and not 
the states.276 The Framers maintained that the powers of the 
federal government were only those enumerated in the Con
stitution.277 No language in the Fourteenth Amendment 

269. .ANTONIN ScALIA, A MATTER OF INTERPRETATION: FEDERAL CoURTS AND THE 
LAw 24 (1997). 

270. BoRK, supra note 1, at 31. 
271. Justice Brandeis and Judge Learned Hand both considered substantive due 

process "a judicial fabrication." KATHYRN GRIFFITH, JUDGE LEARNED HAND AND THE 
ROLE OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY 129 (1973). Justice Hugo Black said that it was 
unconstitutional; it was "bestowed on the Court by the Court." Griswold v. 
Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 520 (Black, J., dissenting). 

272. Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45, 53 (1905). 
273. Jack N. Rakove, Mr. Meese, Meet Mr. Madison, in INTERPRETING THE 

CONSTITUTION: THE DEBATE OvER ORIGINAL INTENT 179, 189 (Jack N. Rakove ed., 
1990) (internal quotation marks omitted). 

274. THE FEDERALIST No. 84, at 469 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898) 
("[A Bill of Rights] would contain various exceptions to powers not granted; 
and ... would afford a colorable pretext to claim more than were granted."). 

275. LEONARD W. LEVY, FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND PRESS IN EARLY AMERICAN 
HISTORY: LEGACY OF SUPPRESSION 222-23 (1963). 

276. Barron v. Mayor of Baltimore, 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 243, 247-48 (1833). 
277. THE FEDERALIST No. 39, at 214 (James Madison) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898). 
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supports its incorporation of and application of the Bill of 
Rights to the states.278 In fact, Justice Samuel Miller dis
dained incorporation and a construction of the Fourteenth 
Amendment that would subject the states "to the control of 
Congress, in the exercise of powers heretofore universally 
conceded to them ... in the absence of language which ex
presses such a purpose too clearly to admit of doubt."2 79 

Later, Justice Brandeis said that federal supervision of 
states' actions "is in no case permissible except as to mat
ters ... specifically authorized or delegated to the United 
States. Any interference with either, except as thus permit
ted, is an invasion of the authority of the state .... "28° For 
fifty-seven years, the Court rejected contentions of a merger 
of the Bill of Rights into the Fourteenth Amendment.281 Ma
jor changes would have been required in state laws had such 
a merger occurred.282 Nevertheless, "by one short sentence" 
and "without even mentioning these previous cases, the 
Court assume[d], without argument," that free speech is pro
tected by the Fourteenth Amendment.283 The best evidence 
against incorporation is the Blaine Amendment, which failed 

278. See U.S. CoNST. amend. XIV (neither mentioning nor referencing the Bill of 
Rights). 

279. The Slaughter-House Cases, 83 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 77-78 (1872). 
280. Erie R.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U.S. 64, 79 (1938) (emphasis added) (quoting 

Baltimore & Ohio R.R. Co. v. Baugh, 149 U.S. 368, 401 (1893) (Field, J., dissenting)) 
(internal quotation marks omitted). 

281. See Prudential Ins. v. Cheek, 259 U.S. 530, 539-40 (1922); Twining v. New 
Jersey, 211 U.S. 78, 93-94 (1908); Hurtado v. California, 110 U.S. 516, 535 (1884); 
The Slaughter House Cases, 83 U.S. at 78; Twitchell v. Pennsylvania, 74 U.S. (7 
Wall.) 321, 326 (1868). But see Chi. Burlington & Quincy R.R. Co. v. Chicago, 166 
U.S. 226, 241 (1897) (holding that the Fourteenth Amendment prohibited the taking 
of private property for public use in the same manner as the Fifth Amendment). 

282. Charles Fairman, Does the Fourteenth Amendment Incorporate the Bill of 
Rights?: The Original Understanding, 2 STAN, L. REV. 5, 84-112 (1949) (stating that 
had the Fourteenth Amendment applied the Bill of Rights to the states, immediate 
changes would have been required in states' laws: (1) that allowed an accused to be 
charged with an "infamous crime" upon information rather than indictment by a 
grand jury; (2) that permitted some criminal prosecutions to be tried without a full 
twelve-man jury as required by the Fifth Amendment; and (3) that denied jury trials 
in a common law action where the value in controversy exceeds $20 as required by 
the Seventh Amendment). 

283. Charles Warren, The New "Liberty" Under the Fourteenth Amendment, 39 
HARv. L. REV. 431, 433 (1926) (referencing Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652, 666 
(1925)). 
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twenty different times.284 Virtually identical to the First 
Amendment, it substituted the words "No State" for "Con
gress."285 There were twenty-three members of Congress in 
1875 who were also members of the Fourteenth Amendment 
Congress of 1868.286 None argued that the Fourteenth 
Amendment incorporated the Bill of Rights.287 If it did, 
Blaine was unnecessary. 

The "mountain of evidence" weighs against "the few stones 
and pebbles" in support of incorporation. 288 The Supreme 
Court agreed. Referring to an essay by Professor Charles 
Fairman, the Court held that "[t]hese materials demonstrate 
conclusively" that the Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process 
Clause did not apply "any of the provisions of the first eight 
amendments" to the states.289 Yet, the Court long ago aban
doned this decision, 290 turned the Bill of Rights on its head by 
re-adopting incorporation, and brought within its purview 
most of the matters that were retained by the states through 
the Tenth Amendment. The Court's vehicle for applying the 
Bill of Rights to the states is. the Court's own creation-sub
stantive due process.291 This enables the Court to rewrite the 
Constitution under the guise of legitimacy. 

The recent decision in McDonald v. Chicago held, for the 
first time, that the Fourteenth Amendment applies the Sec
ond Amendment right to bear arms to the states.292 The 
Court ignored the enumerated powers concept, as well as the 
Court's holdings related to Professor Fairman's work. The 

284. Alfred W. Meyer, The Blaine Amendment and the Bill of Rights, 64 Harv. L. 
Rev. 939, 944 (1951). 

285. Id. at 941 (''No State shall make any law respecting an 'establishment of 
religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof . ... "). 

286. Id. at 941. 
287. Id. at 942. 
288. Fairman, supra note 282, at 134; see also William. D. Graves, The Bill of 

Rights, Its Purpose and Meaning and 14th Amendment Incorporation: Original and 
Current Understandings, 13 J. CHRISTIAN RECONSTRUCTION, no. 2, 1994 at 163 
(explaining the purpose of the Bill of Rights and why the Fourteenth Amendment 
was not intended to incorporate it). 

289. Bartkus v. Illinois, 359 U.S. 121, 124 (1959) (emphasis added); see also 
BICKEL, supra note 145, at 102. 

290. See, e.g., Smith v. United States, 423 U.S. 1303, 1307 (1975) (Douglas, J .• in 
chambers); Benton v. Maryland, 395 U.S. 784 (1969). 

291. GRIFFITH, supra note 271, at 129. 
292. McDonald v. Chicago, 130 S. Ct. 3020, 3050 (2010). 
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Court did not explain why Fairman's views were no longer 
conclusive.293 The only reference to Fairman was to say that 
he "disputed the total incorporation theory" when in fact, he 
rejected both total and selective incorporation. 294 

THE MEANING OF AN ESTABLISHMENT OF RELIGION 

The words "separation of church and state" are not in the 
Constitution. The First Amendment's Framers did not speak 
ofit or use the phrase.295 In 1878, the Supreme Court quoted 
these words from a Jefferson letter written twelve years after 
the Amendment's adoption.296 Justice Hugo Black made Jef
ferson's metaphor a constitutional principle by falsely 
claiming Jefferson played a leading role in framing the 
Amendment.29 7 Conversely, Jefferson was in Paris when the 
First Amendment was drafted and ''had no hand in framing 
it."298 After the Constitution's adoption, five states with offi
cial state churches feared Congress would interfere with 
them and petitioned the first Congress to enact an amend
ment prohibiting establishment of a national church.299 Both 
Justice Story and Chief Justice Marshall considered "relig
ion" under the Constitution as synonymous with 
Christianity.aoo Through the First Amendment, Madison, as 
its "leading architect,"301 attempted to prohibit a national re
ligion by which "one sect might obtain a pre-eminence" over 
others.302 Thus, the First Amendment provides, "Congress 
[(not Congress and the states)] shall make no law respecting 
an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise 

293. See Bartkus, 359 U.S. at 124. 
294. McDonald, 130 S. Ct. at 3033 n.10. 
295. BERNS, supra note 72, at 72. 
296. Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145, 164 (1878). 
297. Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 13 (1947). 
298. Edward S. Corwin, The Supreme Court as National School Board, 14 L. & 

CoNTEMP. Paoss. 3, 13 (1949). 
299. ROBERT L. CORD, SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE: HISTORICAL FACT AND 

CURRENT FICTION 6, 11 (1988). 
300. McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 139-40. 
301. Walz v. Tax Comm'n of N.Y.C., 397 U.S. 664, 705--06 (1970) (Douglas, J., 

dissenting) (quoting F!ast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 103 (1968)). 
302. 1 ANNALS OF CoNG. 731 (1789) (Joseph Gales ed., 1834). 
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thereof."303 By use of the word "respecting," Congress could 
not pass laws setting up a national church or interfering with 
state establishments. Afterwards, the five states having offi
cial state churches retained them for many years.304 Justice 
Story said, "The real object of the amendment was, not to 
countenance, much less to advance Mahometanism, or Juda
ism, or infidelity, by prostrating Christianity; but to exclude 
all rivalry among the Christian sects" and to prevent a na
tional church. 305 He added, "[T]he general, if not the 
universal, sentiment in America was, that Christianity ought 
to receive encouragement from the state .... "306 

Accordingly, the First Amendment was never meant to pro
hibit religious observances by government or prohibit 
government encouragement of Christianity in general. The 
Court held that the Amendment did not restrict state govern
ments.307 The same Congress that drafted the First 
Amendment established the congressional chaplaincy.3os 
Congress, until around 1900, funded the teaching of Christi
anity to the Indians.309 The Supreme Court said that religion 
was "reference to one's ... relations to his Creator, and to the 
obligations they impose of reverence for his being and charac
ter, and of obedience to his will."310 Earlier, the Court held 
that "the 'church of England, as by law established"' was an 
expression for a "religious establishment" having "peculiar 
rights and privileges ... under the patronage of the state."311 

303. U.S. CONST. amend. I (emphasis added); see also KENT, supra note 122, at 35 
(explaining that the free exercise of religion is "one of the absolute rights of 
individuals, recognized in our ... law"). 

304. McClellan, supra note 24, at 307. 
305. 3 JOSEPH STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CoNSTITUTION OF THE UNITED 

STATES 728 (1833). 
306. Id. at 726. 
307. Permoli v. First Municipality, 44 U.S. (3 How.) 539, 609 (1845). 
308. 1 ANNALS OF CONG. 25 (1789) (Joseph Gales ed., 1834). 
309. CoRo, supra note 299, at 41, 49-82 (discussing how Presidents Washington, 

Monroe, John Quincy Adams, Jefferson, Jackson and Van Buren all negotiated 
Indian treaties by which the U.S. Government built churches for and provided aid in 
bringing Christianity to the Indians). 

310. Davis v. Beason, 133 U.S. 333, 342 (1889). 
311. Pawlet v. Clark, 13 U.S. (9 Cranch) 292, 299, 325 (1815); see also Watson v. 

Jones, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 679, 728 (1871). 
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Numerous cases also followed Story's definition of 
"establishment."s12 

Resolving an attempt to bar clergymen in a public educa
tional institution, the Supreme Court recommended that the 
Bible be taught as a "divine revelation" by expounding its 
"glorious principles of morality'' as well as "the general evi
dences of Christianity ."313 The Court also overruled attacks 
on laws criminalizing bigamy and polygamy because these 
were crimes ''by the general consent of the Christian 
world."314 In 1890, revocation of a church corporation charter 
was upheld because polygamy "is contrary to the spirit of 
Christianity and of the civilization which Christianity has 
produced."315 And in 1892, the Court, after examining hun
dreds of historical documents, stated that America "is a 
Christian nation."316 Furthermore, the Court declared, "We 
are a Christian people ... acknowledging with reverence the 
duty of obedience to the will of God."317 

312. See, e.g., Watson, 80 U.S. at 728; Vidal v. Girard, 43 U.S. (2 How.) 127, 
153-54, 198 (1844). 

313. Vidal, 43 U.S. at 200. 
314. Davis, 133 U.S. at 341, 343. 
315. Late Corp. of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints v. United 

States, 136 U.S. 1, 9, 49 (1890). 
316. Chnrch of the Holy Trinity v. United States, 143 U.S. 457, 471 (1892). 

Despite this case, separationists cite the 1797 Treaty of Tripoli as evidence that the 
United States is not a Christian nation. See, e.g., Herb Silverman, The $1,000 
Constitutional Challenge, SEPARATIONIST (Secular Humanists of the Lowcountry), 
Dec. 2005, at 2, available at http://lowcountryhumanists.org/SEPS/sep-2005-12.pdf. 
The Treaty's Article 11 purportedly stated that the United States government is not 
"founded on the Christian religion." Treaty of Peace and Friendship, U.S.-Tripoli, 
art. 11, Nov. 4, 1796, 8 U.S.T. 155. However, George Washington never signed the 
Treaty as alleged. See id. at 155-56. But see Rsearcy, The Treaty of Tripoli-The End 
of the Argument, GA. GREEN PARTY BLOG (Jan. 20, 2011, 12:28 AM), http:// 
georgiagreenparty.org/content/treaty-tripoli-end-argument. Even so, documents 
show that Article 11 "does not exist." 11 TREATIES AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL 
AGREEMENTS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 1776-1949, at 1070 n.3 (Charles I. 
Bevans ed., 1974). The Arabic text between Articles 10 and 12 was an unimportant 
letter unrelated to this issue. Id. How it came to be regarded as Article 11 is a 
mystery. Id. Moreover, a new treaty was negotiated by the Jefferson 
Administration in 1805 that does not contain the anti-Christian words. See Treaty 
of Peace and Amity, U.S.-Tripoli, June 4, 1805, 8 U.S.T. 214-18. Significantly, the 
1822 treaty between the United States and Great Britain began with these words: 
"In the name of the most holy and indivisible Trinity." Treaty of Peace and Amity, 
U.S.-Gr. Brit., July 12, 1822, 8 U.S.T. 282; see also Definitive Treaty of Peace, 
U.S.-Gr. Brit., Sept. 3, 1783, 8 U.S.T. 80 (beginning the Treaty with the same 
words). 

317. United States v. Macintosh, 283 U.S. 605, 625 (1931) (citation omitted). 
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THE COURT REDEFINES RELIGIOUS ESTABLISHMENT 

Yet, the modern Court declared "a wall of separation be
tween church and State,"318 scrapped Justice Story's (and its 
own) meaning of "an establishment of religion," and essen
tially held that neither Congress nor a state can set up a 
state church, nor aid or participate with either religion or ir
religion in any way.319 Even though the First Amendment 
expressly restricts only Congress,320 Bible study,321 Bible 
reading322 and prayer323 in public schools were held to violate 
the First Amendment. So too did posting of the Ten Com
mandments because the children might "venerate and obey" 
them.324 Ultimately, the Court re-wrote the Constitution 

318. Everson v. Bd. of Educ., 330 U.S. 1, 16 (1947) (internal quotation marks 
omitted) (quoting Reynolds v. United States, 98 U.S. 145, 164 (1878)). Debates at 
the Constitutional Convention and in the first Congress reveal no discussion "of the 
complete separation of church and state-indeed, they did not use the term at all." 
BERNS, supra note 72, at 72. The phrase "separation of church and state" first 
appeared in Supreme Court jurisprudence in Reynolds and came from an 1802 letter 
written by Thomas Jefferson twelve years after the First Amendment was adopted. 
Corwin, supra note 298, at 13. Justice Black, in Everson, 330 U.S. at 13, erroneously 
claimed that Jefferson had a leading role in writing it. But Jefferson was in Paris 
when the Amendment was drafted. Corwin, supra note 298, at 13. 

319. Everson, 330 U.S. at 15-16. 
320. U.S. CONST. amend. I. 
321. McColl um v. Bd. of Educ., 333 U.S. 203, 212 (1948). 
322. Sch. Dist. of Abington Twp. v. Schempp, 374 U.S. 203, 223 (1963) (reading 

Bible verses to open the school day considered a violation of the Establishment 
Clause). 

323. Santa Fe lndep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290, 301 (2000) (holding student
led and initiated prayer at high school football games violates Establishment 
Clause); Lee v. Weisman, 505 U.S. 577, 593 (1992) (considering high school 
graduation prayers unconstitutional); Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 61 (1985) 
(holding a moment of silent meditation or voluntary prayer unconstitutional); Engel 
v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421, 422, 433-34 (1962) (holding that opening a school day with a 
voluntary prayer was a violation of Establishment Clause). 

324. Stone v. Graham, 449 U.S. 39, 42 (1980). Ironically, the Supreme Court 
itself has in its courtroom a wall carving of Moses holding the Ten Commandments. 
Symbols of Law, OFFICE OF THE CURATOR, SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES, 

http:!/www.supremecourt.gov/about/symbolsoflaw.pdf (last visited April 25, 2011). 
In 2005, the Court upheld a preliminary injunction barring the posting of the sacred 
tablets in Kentucky courtrooms because they advanced religion. McCreary Cnty. v. 
ACLU, 545 U.S. 844, 850, 881 (2005). However, in Van Orden v. Perry, 545 U.S. 677, 
681 (2005), the Court permitted a six-fuot granite monument of the tablets to remain 

. on the Texas Capitol because it had more of a secular purpose, being one of 
seventeen historical displays. See also Pleasant Grove v. Summum, 129 S. Ct. 1125 
(2009) (holding that permanent placement of donated monuments in public park, 
even if religious in nature, was protected government speech). 
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even more with its three-prong Lemon test for determining 
First Amendment violations.325 Finally, in 1987, the Court 
held as unconstitutional a law that required public schools to 
teach creationism when evolution is taught because (notwith
standing the Declaration's acknowledgements of a Creator) 
the law "embodies the religious belief that a supernatural 
creator was responsible for the creation of humankind."326 

THE COURTS ALTER THE MEANING OF TRIAL BY JURY 

The right of a jury trial is guaranteed for criminal and civil 
cases by the Sixth and Seventh Amendments respectively.327 
A jury trial is to be executed as it was understood at common 
law in 1791.328 This meant the jury was to determine both 
the law and the facts.329 For instance, the main reason truth 
was held to be a defense to seditious libel was because the 
jury was able to override existing law .330 Justice, as adminis
tered by the jury, was based on Christian principles since 
jurors did not have a technical knowledge of statute law.331 
Thus, John Adams said a juror should ignore a judge's in
struction on the law ifit violates the juror's conscience.332 To 
Jefferson, the jury trial was "the only anchor ... by which a 
government can be held to the principles of its 
constitution. "333 

Consequently, for the first third of the nineteenth century, 
judges informed juries of this right, thus forcing lawyers to 
argue the law.334 A ground of impeachment against Justice 

325. Lemon v. Kurtzman, 403 U.S. 602, 612-13 (1971). The three-prong test 
provided that to comply with the Court's understanding of the establishment clause, 
a law "must have a secular legislative purpose; second, its principal or primary effect 
must be one that neither advances nor inhibits religion, finally . . . [it] must not 
foster an excessive government entanglement with religion." Id. (citation omitted) 
(internal quotation marks omitted). 

326. Edwards v. Aguillard, 482 U.S. 578, 581---82, 592 (1987). 
327. U.S. CONST. amends. VI, VIL 
328. Dimick v. Schiedt, 293 U.S. 474, 476, 487 (1935). 
329. Georgia v. Brailsford, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 1, 4 (1794). 
330. See LEONARD w. LEVY, EMERGENCE OF A FREE PRESS 41-45 (1985). 

331. WHITEHEAD, supra note 35, at 198. 
332. Note, The Changing Role of the Jury in the Nineteenth Century, 74 YALE L.J. 

170, 172 (1964). 
333. Padover, supra note 140, at 160. 
334. Note, supra note 332, at 174. 
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Samuel Chase in 1804 was that he obstructed the jury's abil
ity to judge the law as well as the facts. 335 This changed 
when the Court held that a trial judge has no responsibility 
to inform the jury of the right to nullify laws.336 This led to 
the common practice by judges to prohibit lawyers from argu
ing the law to jurors and to declare a mistrial if such 
argument is presented.337 

EVOLVING STANDARDS AND CRIME 

The Fifth Amendment refers to capital crimes and provides 
that no one may be deprived of life "without due process of 
law,"338 thus implying that life may be constitutionally taken 
with due process. Nevertheless, the Court overturned prece
dent339 and based on "the evolving standards of decency that 
mark the progress of a maturing society,"340 held that the 
death penalty is "cruel and unusual" punishment in violation 
of the Eighth Amendment341 even though that provision's 
history shows that it is not.342 Despite this, thirty-five states 
enacted new death penalty laws.343 The Court, deciding the 

335. 14 ANNALS OF CONG. 85 (1804). 
336. Sparfv. United States, 156 U.S. 51, 101--02 (1895). 
337. See Note, supra note 332, at 170. 
338. U.S. CONST, amend. V (emphasis added). 
339. See generally Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 239, 417 (1972) (holding that 

carrying out the death penalty on a man convicted of rape was cruel and unusual 
punishment in violation of the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments). 

340. Trap v. Dulles, 356 U.S. 86, 101 (1958). In Roper v. Simmons, 543 U.S. 551 
(2005), the Court was guided again by "evolving standards" and foreign laws in 
setting aside the death penalty for a seventeen year-old even though it had upheld 
the death sentence for sixteen and seventeen year olds in 1989. Id. at 556, 560, 
563--64, 575-76. The defendant had broken into a house, kidnapped an elderly 
woman, hog-tied her with duct tape and electrical wire, then threw her off a bridge 
while she was still alive and conscious. He bragged before this that he would get 
away with his crime because he was a minor. Id. at 556-57. 

341. Furman, 408 U.S. at 240, 242. 
342. The Eighth Amendment's prohibition of "cruel and unusual punishments," 

U.S. CoNST. amend VIII, was derived from the common law and the 1689 English 
Bill of Rights, which authorized the death penalty for many offenses. See RAouL 
BERGER, DEATH PENALTIES: THE SUPREME CoURT's OBSTACLE COURSE 43-45 (1982). 
The colonies imposed the death penalty for murder, treason, piracy, arson, rape, 
robbery, burglary, sodomy, and other crimes. Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 
280, 289 (1976). Based on this, the Supreme Court in 1892 upheld the death 
penalty. In re Kemmler, 136 U.S. 436, 447 (1890). 

343. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 179--80 (1976). 
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standards had not evolved as much as first thought, upheld 
the death penalty in 1976.344 

John Wigmore, the great expert on evidence, wrote that it 
had "long been established" that illegally obtained evidence is 
not per se inadmissible. 345 Nevertheless, the Supreme Court 
created the Exclusionary Rule by holding that evidence 
seized contrary to the Fourth Amendment is not admissible 
in federal court. 346 It was then applied to the states, 347 al
though the Court has lately limited the rule.348 Madison 
attempted to apply the Fifth Amendment's Self-Incrimina
tion Clause to any proceeding, but Congress restricted it to 
criminal cases.349 However, the Court held that it applies in 
civil government proceedings as well350 and applied it to state 
courts.351 The privilege was not meant to prohibit 
prosecutorial comment on the accused's failure to testify,352 
but the Court held that it did.353 It was not to prohibit law 
enforcement from taking advantage of the impulse to confess 
either, but this was altered by the Miranda warnings, which 
resulted in unsolved murders tripling.354 The Sixth Amend-

344. Id. at 186--87. 
345. 8 JOHN HENRY WIGMORE, EVIDENCE IN TRIALS AT Co.MMON LAW§ 2183, at 7 

(John T. McNaughton ed., 1961). 
346. Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383, 398 (1914). 
347. Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 660 (1961). 
348. In Herring v. United States, 555 U.S. 135 (2009), the Court held that a 

defendant's rights are not violated when police mistakes that lead to unlawful 
searches are the result of isolated negligence and not systematic error. Thus, the 
resulting evidence obtained is not subject to the Exclusionary Rule. Id. 

349. W1aMORE, supra note 345, § 2252, at 324; Edward S. Corwin, The Supreme 
Court's Construction of the Self-Incrimination Clause, 29 M1cH. L. REV. 1, 2 (1930); 
R. Carter Pittman, The Fifth Amendment: Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, 42 
AB.A. J. 509, 589 (1956). 

350. See Emspak v. United States, 349 U.S. 190, 192, 197 (1955) (legislative 
committees); McCarthy v. Arndstein, 266 U.S. 34, 40 (1924) (bankruptcy 
proceedings); Counselman v. Hitchcock, 142 U.S. 547, 562 (1892) (grand jury 
proceedings). 

351. Ma!loy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1, 6 (1964). 
352. See Mitche!l v. United States, 526 U.S. 314, 332-34 (1999) (Scalia, J., 

dissenting). 
353. Wilson v. United States, 149 U.S. 60, 65 (1893) (holding that failure to 

testify creates no presumption of guilt); see also Bruno v. United States, 308 U.S. 
287, 292-93 (1939) (holding that the defendant was entitled to a jury instruction 
regarding the choice not to testify). 

354. See generally Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 467-71 (1966) (establishing 
the warning that must be administered to suspect in police custody informing him of 
his rights). Before Miranda, police "solved 91 of every 100 murders," but after 
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ment provides that a person criminally accused has the right 
"to have the Assistance of Counsel."355 Historically, this 
meant counsel employed by the defendant356 but came to be 
defined as taxpayer-paid counsel;357 this rule was also ap
plied to the states.a5s 

THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT, DISCRETE AND INSULAR 

MINORITIES, SocIOLOGICAL LAw, AND 

CONSTITUTIONAL REVOLUTION 

The Fourteenth Amendment was passed only to insure the 
constitutionality of the 1866 Civil Rights Act, which was to 
guarantee to African-Americans the right to contract, sue, 
testify, own property, and the right oflocomotion.a59 During 
congressional debates, it was resolved that the proposal 
would not require desegregation of public schools. 350 

Nineteen of thirty-seven states had segregated schools at the 
time of the Amendment's adoption.361 None were abolished 
due to ratification.362 Within two years, two other states seg
regated schools.363 Congress passed, during the Amendment 
debates, legislation segregating District of Columbia 
schools.364 The Amendment "was meant to apply neither to 

Miranda, unsolved murders tripled. John Ashbrook, Are Judges Abusing Our 
Rights, READER'S Dia., Aug. 1981, reprinted in LAUREL HICKS ET AL., AMERICAN 

GoVERNMENT AND EcoNOMICS IN CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE 206 (1984). 
355. U.S. CONST. amend VI. 
356. EDWARD DUMBAULD, THE BILL OF RIGHTS AND WHAT IT MEANS TODAY 69 n.14 

(1979). 
357. Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458, 468 (1938). 
358. Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 342 (1963) (overruling Betts v. Brady, 

316 U.S. 455 (1942)). Because of Gideon, hundreds of felony convictions were 
vacated. Lawyers: The Bar Behind Bars, TIME, May 22, 1964, http://www.time.com/ 
time/printoull0,8816,871136,00.html. 

359. See Fairman, supra note 282, at 7; Meyer, supra note 284, at 75-77. Senator 
Lyman Trumbull, author of the Civil Rights Act, said the Fourteenth Amendment 
was a "reiteration of the rights as set forth in the Civil Rights Bill." RAOUL BERGER, 

THE FOURTEENTH .AMENDMENT AND THE B1LL OF RIGHTS 40 (1989) (internal quotation 
marks omitted). 

360. CoNG. GLOBE, 39TH CONG., lsT SESS. 500, 1117 (1866); see also BoRK, supra 
note 1, at 75-76. 

361. See JAMES JACKSON KILPATRICK, THE SOVEREIGN STATES: NOTES OF A CITIZEN 

OF VIRGINIA 270 (1957). 

362. See id. 
363. Id. 
364. Act of July 28, 1866, ch. 308, 14 Stat. 343, (1866). 
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jury service, nor suffrage, nor antimiscegenation statutes, 
nor segregation."365 

The Warren Court's "doctrinal foundation" which "adum
brated a constitutional revolution"366 was laid in 1938 in 
United States u. Carotene Products.367 The Court upheld a 
congressional prohibition of interstate shipment of milk 
mixed with any fat or oil other than milk fat.368 Rejecting an 
attack on the statute, the Court held that judicial inquiry 
must be limited to ''whether any state of facts either known 
or which could reasonably be assumed affords support for 
it."369 This was "a deadly formula" allowing the Court "to en
gage in the most extended and improbable conjectures" as to 
why legislatures might have thought legislation was ra
tional. 370 Yet, Carotene went even further in the famous 
Footnote Four.371 The point of the footnote was "whether 
prejudice against discrete and insular minorities may be a 
special condition, which tends seriously to curtail the opera
tion of those political processes ordinarily to be relied upon to 
protect minorities, and which may call for a correspondingly 
more searching judicial inquiry."372 "[D]iscrete and insular 
minorities" refers to those that cannot prevail in the political 
process because of prejudice, which, except for governmental 
discrimination, is not prohibited by the Constitution per se.373 
The Court could know if a "minority lost in the legislature 
because of 'prejudice,' as opposed to morality, prudence," 
etc.,374 by deciding if the legislative action is good-a formula 
which "means nothing more than that the Justices will read 

365. Alexander M. Bickel, The Original Understanding and the Segregation 
Decision, 69 HARv. L. REV. 1, 58 (1955) (emphasis added). Notwithstanding the 
evidence presented herein, Chief Justice Warren wrote in Brown v. Board of 
Education, 347 U.S. 483, 489 (1954), that the sources as to segregation were 
"inconclusive." 

366. BORK, supra note 1, at 61. 
367. See generally United States v. Carolene Prods. Co., 304 U.S. 144 (1938) 

(introducing the idea of judicial scrutiny levels). 
368. Id. at 145-46, 154. 
369. Id. at 153-54 (emphasis added). 
370. BoRK, supra note 1, at 58. 
371. Id.; Carotene Products, 304 U.S. at 152-53 n.4. 
372. Carotene Products, 304 U.S. at 152-53 n.4 (emphasis added); BoRK, supra 

note 1, at 59. 
373. BoRK, supra note 1, at 60 (internal quotation marks omitted). 
374. Id. 
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into the Constitution their own subjective sympathies and so
cial preferences"-essentially not to adjudicate, but to 
legislate. 375 

Thus, in Brown v. Board of Education, Chief Justice Earl 
Warren's opinion ignored the Amendment's history, and 
declared: 

[W]e cannot turn the clock back to 1868 .... We must 
consider public education in the light of its full develop
ment and its present place in American life . . . . Only in 
this way can it be determined if segregation in public 
schools deprives these plaintiffs of the equal protection of 
the laws. 376 

"[T]his way," as shown by footnote eleven, was not the intent 
of the Framers of the Fourteenth Amendment but the opin
ions of experts in sociology and psychology.377 Since the 
Fourteenth Amendment's purpose was equality before the 
law, Brown could have achieved the same result while being 
consistent with the Amendment's original understanding.378 

Instead, it set a sociological law precedent that is destructive 
of constitutional law.379 Segregated schools needed outlaw
ing but not the way it was done in Brown. 380 

375. Id. at 61. 
376. Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 492-93 (1954) (emphasis added). 
377. See id. at 494 n.11. Citing a Kansas state court case as its legal authority, 

the Court concluded that segregated schools have a detrimental effect on black 
children. Id. at 494. This conclusion was supported by citation to "modern 
authority''-studies in psychology and sociology. Id. at 494 n.11. 

378. BoRK, supra note 1, at 82-83. 
379. See Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 343 (2003) (upholding a law school's 

affirmative action admissions policy in rejecting admission of a white resident when 
race was the deciding factor); Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenberg Bd. of Educ., 402 
U.S. 1, 30 (1971) (holding that, in some circumstances, the Fourteenth Amendment 
required busing of students to achieve racial balance); Green v. Sch. Bd. of New Kent 
Cnty., 391 U.S. 430, 437--38 (1968) (holding that the Fourteenth Amendment 
required not just desegregation but integration of schools); Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 
U.S. 497, 499 (1954) (holding that the Fifth Amendment's Due Process Clause has an 
"equal protection" component even though it cannot be found in the text). 

380. See Alfred Avins, The Equal "Protection" of the Laws: The Original 
Understanding, 12 N.Y.L.F. 385 (1966) (concluding that the Fourteenth Amendment 
required not that the laws be equal but only that the protection be equal). Under the 
Court's interpretation of the Amendment, a tourist on vacation in America would be 
entitled to vote since he is a "person" within the State's jurisdiction. See id. at 426. 
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FREE SPEECH AND JUSTICE HOLMES' CLEAR AND PRESENT 

DANGER DOCTRINE 

The Framers had "an unbridled passion for a bridled lib
erty of speech."381 Thus, according to Blackstone, free speech 
did not extend to obscenity, or that which subverted religion, 
or was immoral, or seditious.382 Apostasy, heresy, and blas
phemy of Christianity were common law crimes.383 Free 
speech did not include "the profane, the libelous, and the in
sulting or 'fighting' words-those which by their very 
utterance inflict injury or tend to incite an immediate breach 
of the peace."384 Yet, the Court made it virtually impossible 
for public officials to successfully sue for libel by holding that 
to recover for defamatory falsehood, they had to prove actual 
malice-a very difficult burden.385 

In 1919, Holmes announced his "clear and present danger" 
doctrine which holds that the First Amendment protects the 
expression of all political ideas, however revolutionary, up to 
the point that the danger of the commission of crimes such as 
treason, espionage, assassination, and revolution become em
inent. 386 This doctrine is a danger in itself because "it grants 
to obviously hostile movements the sort of moral blessing 
that goes with open public legality."387 It also "gives license 
to the most divisive and moral hatreds" and "has utterly no 
foundation in the original Constitution or Bill of Rights."388 
Before that doctrine, the rule was "clear danger," which holds 
that if certain practices are criminal, then teaching, advising, 
and counseling their practice is to aid in their commission 
and are themselves criminal. 389 Clear danger "reigned un
challenged" long before the Commentaries of Justice Story in 

381. LEVY, supra note 275, at 105. 
382. McDONALD, supra note 25, at 48; 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES 

151--62. 
383. BLACKSTONE, supra note 382, at 44-46, 59, 61-62. 
384. Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 572 (1942). 
385. See generally N.Y. Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 288, 292 (1964) 

(requiring a government official to prove "actual malice" to establish libel). 
386. Schenck v. United States, 249 U.S. 47, 52 (1919). 
387. DAVID LOWENTHAL, No LIBERTY FOR LICENSE: THE FoRGOTI'EN LOGIC OF THE 

FIRST AMENDMENT 74 (1997). 
388. Id. at 75, 83. 
389. Id. at 79. 
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1833, was applied by Holmes himself in 1919, and remained 
at least until 1951.390 Holmes suggested "that freedom of 
speech was more important than freedom itself."391 He 
stated, "If . . . the beliefs expressed in proletarian dictator
ships are destined to be accepted by the dominant forces of 
the community, the only meaning of free speech is that they 
should be given their chance and have their way."392 How
ever, the possibility "[t]hat the advocates of proletarian 
dictatorship might abolish the 'market place of ideas' as soon 
as they achieved victory is a possibility which apparently did 
not enter into Holmes'[] charmingly aloof and innocent 
mind."39 3 Holmes' views are now dominant.394 

FREE SPEECH AND OBSCENITY 

English jurisprudence determined that "the test of obscen
ity is ... whether the tendency of the matter charged as 
obscenity is to deprave and corrupt those whose minds are 
open to such immoral-influences."395 This became the Ameri
can rule in 1896396 and remained binding precedent until 
1957 when the Court removed the element of corruption and 
redefined obscenity as that which "deals with sex in a man
ner appealing to prurient interest."397 The Court later held 
that for a publication to be obscene, it must be "utterly with
out redeeming social value"398-a near impossible burden of 

390. Id. 
391. McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 235-36 n.163; see also Gitlow v. New York, 

268 U.S. 652, 672-73 (1925) (Holmes, J., dissenting). 
392. Gitlow, 268 U.S. at 673. 
393. McCLELLAN, supra note 34, at 236 n.163. 
394. See, e.g., Rankin v. McPherson, 483 U.S. 378, 380---81, 392 (1987) (holding 

that the termination of a public employee for saying she hoped the President would 
be assassinated was a First Amendment violation); Keyishian v. Bd. of Regents, 385 
U.S. 589, 592-93, 604 (1967) (holding that a New York statute preventing anyone 
who advocates the overthrow of the government by force from being employed by the 
public school system was unconstitutional); United States v. Robel, 389 U.S. 258, 
260-62 (1967) (holding that Communists have the right to work in government 
defense plants). 

395. The Queen v. Hicklin, [1868] 3 Q.B. 360 at 371 (Eng.). 
396. Rosen v. United States, 161 U.S. 29, 42--43 (1896). 
397. Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 487---89 (1957). 
398. Memoirs v. Massachusetts, 383 U.S. 413, 418 (1966); see also Miller v. 

California, 413 U.S. 15, 24-25 (1973) (lowering the burden of proof from Memoirs 
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proof. This resulted in increasingly nihilistic decisions. 399 

One case held the words "F[--] the draft" on a man's shirt 
was protected expression because "one man's vulgarity is an
other's lyric."•00 

EVOLVING LAW-THE RIGHT OF PRIVACY, SODOMY, 

AND ABORTION 

Although there are zones of privacy enumerated in the 
Constitution, there is no general right of privacy in the com
mon law or in the Constitution.4 " 1 Nevertheless, Justices 
Douglas and Brennan created this new right402 based on the 
cryptic source of ''penumbras, formed by emanations" from 
the Bill of Rights especially the Ninth Amendment.403 The 
Court held in 1897 that the Bill of Rights established no novel 
principles but only embodied "certain guarantees and immu
nities ... inherited from our English ancestors."404 Madison 
said that the Ninth Amendment created no new rights but 
only declared those "retained" by the people.405 Later, in Roe 

and determining that obscene material must lack "serious literary, artistic, political, 
or scientific value"). 

399. See, e.g., Hustler Magazine v. Falwell, 485 U.S. 46, 48, 57 (1988) (holding 
that the publishing of a false parody, depicting Jerry Falwell as recalling that his 
"first time" was during a drunken incestuous rendezvous with his own mother in an 
outhouse was constitutionally protected speech); Bd. of Educ. v. Pico, 457 U.S. 853, 
857 0982) (holding that a public school could not ban books from its library that were 
vulgar, obscene, "anti-American, anti-Christian, anti-Sem[iJtic, and just plain 
filthy"); Gertz v. Welch, 418 U.S. 323, 339 (1974) ("Under the First Amendment 
there is no such thing as a false idea."); Rosenfeld v. New Jersey, 408 U.S. 901, 
910-11 (1972) (overturning punishment of a man, who, at a public school board 
meeting (with forty children in attendance), repeatedly called members and teachers 
mother f--ers). 

400. Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15, 25-26 (1971). 
401. U.S. CONST. amend. III (prohibiting forced quartering of soldiers in private 

homes); U.S. CONST. amend. IV (banning unreasonable searches and seizures); U.S. 
CONST. amend. V (providing freedom from self-incrimination in criminal trials). 

402. See Judie Brown & Robert G. Marshall, The Secret Origins of the "Right" to 
Abortion, ALL ABouT IssUEs, Apr. 1989, at 26-31 (citing manuscripts from the 
Library of Congress, including correspondence between Justices Douglas and 
Brennan that shows they conspired to create the right to privacy); see also Dorothy J. 
Glancy, Douglas's Right of Privacy: A Response to His Critics, in HE SHALL NoT PASS 
THIS WAY AGAIN: THE LEGACY OF JusTICE WILLIAM o. DOUGLAS 155, 158-59 
(Stephen L. Washby ed., 1990). 

403. Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 484 (1965) (emphasis added). 
404. Robertson v. Baldwin, 165 U.S. 275, 281 (1897). 
405. Compare I ANNALS OF CONG. 435 (1789) (Joseph Gales ed., 1834) (statement 

of Rep. James Madison) ("The exceptions here or elsewhere in the Constitution, 
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v. Wade, the Court held that there is a constitutional right to 
abortion and based its decision on a new right of privacy.406 
Justice Byron White, in dissent, found "nothing in the lan
guage or history of the Constitution to support the Court's" 
new right.407 The Court re-assessed this holding in 1992, and 
while a three-Justice plurality could not hold that Roe was 
constitutionally correct, they nevertheless upheld Roe based 
on what they remarkably described as "principles of institu
tional integrity ."408 While the Constitution enumerates 
absolutely no right of abortion, it does implicitly protect the 
unborn. Its Preamble states that the Constitution is written 
to "secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Pos
terity. "409 Posterity was defined as "[d]escendants" and 
"children's children."410 

The Court in effect created a new right (but called it a lib
erty) of sodomy in 2003.411 To support its new abortion and 
sodomy rights, the Court re-defined the word liberty with this 
solipsistic definition: "At the heart of liberty is the right to 
define one's own concept of existence, of meaning, of the uni
verse, and of the mystery of human life."412 Conversely, to 
the Framers, the word liberty "was a term of distinction, to be 
contrasted with 'license,' or the abuse of liberty."413 The 
Framers agreed with Edmund Burke who said that liberty 

made in favor of particular rights, shall not be so construed as to diminish the just 
importance of other rights retained by the people, or as to enlarge the powers 
delegated by the Constitution; but either as actual limitations of such powers, or as 
inserted merely for greater caution."), with U.S. CONST. amend. IX ("The 
enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights shall not be construed to deny or 
disparage others retained by the People."). 

406. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 153-54 (1973). 
407. Id. at 221 (White, J., dissenting). 
408. Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833, 845-46 (1992) 

(plurality). 
409. U.S. CoNST. pmbl. (emphasis added). 
410. WEBSTER. supra note 86. 
411. Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558, 567 (2003); see also id. at 586 (Scalia, J., 

dissenting) (discussing the majority's definition of sodomy not as a ''fundamental 
right," but simply as an exercise of "liberty''). 

412. Casey, 505 U.S. at 851; Lawrence, ·539 U.S. at 574. 
413. LoWENTHAL, supra note 387, at 10; see also McDONALD, supra note 25, at 70. 

To the Framers, liberty meant not license for self-indulgence, but to do only that 
which is good, just, and honest and "entailed firmness, courage, endurance, industry, 
frugal living, strength, and ... devotion to the weal of the public's corporate self, the 
community of virtuous men." Id. at 70. 
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must be limited in order to be possessed.414 To Jefferson, lib
erty was a "gift of God" that is "not to be violated but with His 
wrath."4 15 Use of the Ninth Amendment to justify court
made rights of privacy, abortion, and sodomy is fulfillment of 
Hamilton's prophecy that a Bill of Rights would provide a 
pretext to claim more power than was granted.416 The right 
of privacy "is the insistence on moral immunity for immoral 
acts."417 

THE DIMINUTION OF THE RIGHTS TO PROPERTY OWNERSHIP 

The Framers considered the protection of property owner
ship to be one of the primary purposes of government.418 

Madison said, "Government is instituted to protect prop
erty .... "419 John Adams stated, "Property must be secured, 
or liberty cannot exist."420 Hamilton said, "[O]ne great 
obj [ec]t of Gov[ernmen]t is personal protection and the secur
ity of Property."421 Blackstone said the right was "absolute," 
"founded in nature," and "consists in the free use, enjoyment 
and disposal [by man] of all his acquisitions, without any con
trol or diminution, save only by the laws of the land."422 

414. See RussELL KIRK, THE CONSERVATIVE MIND: FROM BURKE TO ELIOT 20-21 
(1986). 

415. EDWARD 0UMBAULD, THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE AND WHAT JT 

MEANS TODAY 58-59 (1950). 
416. The Federalist No. 84. at 469 (Alexander Hamilton) (E.H. Scott ed., 1898) 

("[A Bill of Rights] would contain various exceptions to powers not granted; 
and ... would afford a colorable pretext to claim more than were granted."). 

417. Rousas John Rushdoony, The Decline of the West, 13 J. CHRISTIAN 

RECONSTRUCTION, no. 2, 1994 at 61, 71. 

418. MARK L. POLLOT, GRAND THEFT AND PETIT LARCENY: PROPERTY RIGHTS IN 

AMERICA xxii (1993). Pollot goes on to state that "[m]ore than twenty provisions of 
the Constitution directly or indirectly concern themselves with the protection of 
property and economic rights." Id. at 11. 

419. James Madison, Property and Liberty (1792), reprinted in THE COMPLETE 
MAo1soN 267, 267 (Saul K Padover ed., 1953). 

420. John Adams, Discourses on Davila: A Series of Papers on Political History, in 
6 THE: WoRKS OF JoHN AoAMS 223, 280 (Charles Francis Adams ed., Books for 
Libraries Press 1969) (1851). 

421. 1 THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787, at 301 (Max Farrand 
ed., 1911). 

422. S1EGAN, supra note 31, at 31 (alteration in original) (internal quotation 
marks omitted). 
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Based on Psalms 115:16,423 land and the products of the 
earth were considered a gift of God. John Locke asserted, 
based on Genesis 1:28, 424 that man is co=anded by his Cre
ator to subdue the earth and have dominion over it.425 
Property ownership is protected by both the Fifth and Four
teenth Amendments, which prohibit the taking of property 
without due process oflaw.426 Early Supreme Court Justices 
were of the same view. Justice Story said, "The fundamental 
maxims of a free government seem to require, that the rights 
of personal liberty and private property should be held sa
cred."427 In 1810, Chief Justice Marshall and the Court 
applied both the Constitution's Contracts Clause and natural 
law precepts to overturn a Georgia law cancelling a pur
chaser's title to millions of acres of land. 428 Beginning in 
1905, the Court, by substantive due process, gave some pro
tection in economic matters. 429 

Nevertheless, after 1922, the Court treated property own
ership as of secondary importance430 vis-a-vis speech, race, 431 
or economic development. In 1926, the Supreme Court held a 
zoning ordinance that limited the use and value of land con
stitutional.432 Since then, "Virtually every town, village, city, 
and county in America has enacted and enforced zoning laws 
to control every aspect of land use."433 The 1926 holding was 

423. Psalms 115:16 (KJV) ("The heaven, even the heavens, are the LoRD's: but 
the earth hath he given to the children of men."). 

424. Genesis 1:28 (KJV) ("[A]nd God said ... replenish the earth, and subdue it: 
and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over 
every living thing that moveth upon the earth."). 

425. JOHN LOCKE, Two TREATISES OF GoVERNMENT 292 (Peter Laslett ed., 
Cambridge Univ. Press 1988) (1690). 

426. U.S. CoNsT. amends. IV, V. 
427. Wilkinson v. Leland, 27 U.S. (2 Pet.) 627, 657 (1829). 
428. Fletcher v. Peck, 10 U.S. (6 Cranch) 87, 136-37, 139 (1810). · 
429. SIEGAN, supra note 422, at 16 (claiming that the Court, between the 1890s 

and the 1930s, utilized substantive due process and frequently substituted its 
judgment for that of Congress and state legislatures on the wisdom of economic 
regulations interfering with contract and property interests). 

430. Bernard H. Siegan, Foreward to POLLOT, supra note 418. 
431. Id.; Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co., 392 U.S. 409, 412-13 (1968) (holding that 

a private property owner could not discriminate as to race in the rental of his 
property). 

432. Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 396-97 (1926). 
433. HENRY MARK HOLZER, SWEET LAND OF LIBERTY? THE SUPREME COURT AND 

INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS 34 (1983). 
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maintained until the 1980's when a more favorable perspec
tive to property use appeared.434 However, in 1980, the 
Supreme Court held that property rights of the owner of a 
private shopping center were subordinate to free speech 
rights of high school students distributing literature on his 
property.435 The Court determined that the students' expres
sive activity was not directly related to the center's 
commercial purposes.4as 

The Fifth Amendment prohibits the governmental taking 
of "private" property "for public use without just compensa
tion."437 The Takings Clause applies the Bible's Seventh 
Commandment, "Thou shall not steal,"438 to government. 
Nevertheless, in 2005, the Court upheld the taking of private 
property through eminent domain for private economic 
development.439 

THE COURT INVADES CONGRESS'S POWER OVER IMMIGRATION 

AND CITIZENSHIP 

Article I, Section 8 of the Constitution provides that Con
gress shall have power "to establish an uniform Rule of 
Naturalization."440 Justice Story stated that "this power is 
exclusive in Congress."441 Until recently, the Supreme Court 
generally left the status of aliens and its pendant regulation 
to Congress and the states. For example, in 1915, the Court 
rejected the argument that the Fourteenth Amendment pre
cluded States from statutorily preferring U.S. citizens, as 
opposed to aliens, in hiring for public contracts.442 Another 
case followed whereby an alien merchant in Cincinnati was 

434. Siegan, supra note 430. 
435. Pruneyard Shopping Ctr. v. Robins, 447 U.S. 74, 77, 88 (1980). 
436. Id. at 87--88. 
437. U.S. CoNsT. amend. V (emphasis added). 
438. Siegan, supra note 430; Exodus 20:15. 
439. Kelo v. New London, 545 U.S. 469, 485 (2005); see also Haw. Hous. Auth. v. 

Midkiff, 467 U.S. 229, 245 (1984) (holding that the state could use eminent domain 
to redistribute land which had been owned in concentrated numbers). 

440. U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 4. 
441. JOSEPH STORY, AF AMILIAR ExPOSITION OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED 

STATES 147 (Regnery Gateway 1986) (1859). 
442. Heim v. McCall, 239 U.S. 175, 192-94 (1915). But see Truax v. Raich, 239 

U.S. 33 (1915) (holding that an Arizona law limiting the number of aliens an 
employer may hire was violative of the Fourteenth Amendment). 
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denied a license to operate a pool hall because licensing was 
restricted to U.S. citizens by statute.443 The holdings were 
based upon a general distinction between "rights" and "privi
leges," and the attendant power of the states to distinguish 
between citizens and aliens in the dedication of its re
sources.444 This distinction has now all but disappeared. 

A line of cases in the 1970's demonstrate this disappear
ance. The Court held a state statute that required aliens to 
meet minimum residency requirements in order to qualify for 
welfare benefits was violative of the Equal Protection 
Clause.445 A couple of years later, the Court struck down a 
New York law requiring that public employees be U.S. citi
zens as unconstitutional under the Fourteenth 
Amendment446 even though, as Justice Rehnquist observed, 
the provision "establishes the very distinction which the 
Court now condemns as 'suspect."'447 The Court also held 
that non-citizens could not be excluded from a state bar solely 
upon alien status, 448 and that resident aliens are not re
quired to apply for citizenship as a prerequisite to receiving 
financial aid for education. 449 

The Fourteenth Amendment provides, "All persons born or 
naturalized in the United States and subject to the jurisdic
tion thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State 
wherein they reside."450 Pursuant to this, the Supreme Court 
held in that a child born in the United States to parents who 
are subjects of a foreign country, with limited exceptions, be
comes a U.S. citizen at birth.451 But the debates in the 
Thirty-Ninth Congress, which drafted the Fourteenth 
Amendment, show that the Court erred in this holding. Sen
ator Jacob Howard, a leader on the Joint Committee on 
Reconstruction, amended Section 1 of the proposed Four
teenth Amendment by adding the phrase "subject to the 

443. Ohio ex rel. Clarke v. Deckebach, 274 U.S. 392, 397 (1927). 
444. See Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 374-75 (1971). 
445. Id. at 376. 
446. Sugarman v. Dougall, 413 U.S. 634, 646 (1973). 
447. Id. at 652 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting). 
448. In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717, 722-23 (1973). 
449. Nyquist v. Mauclet, 432 U.S. 1, 12 (1977). 
450. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1 (emphasis added). 
451. United States v. Wong Kim Ark, 169 U.S. 649, 705 (1898). 
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jurisdiction thereof."452 Howard said "that the question of 
citizenship has been so fully discussed in this body as not to 
need any further elucidation," and explained that the subject 
phrase was not meant to "include persons born in the United 
States who are foreigners, aliens, who belong to the families 
of [a]mbassadors or foreign ministers accredited to the Gov
ernment of the United States."453 Senator Lyman Trumbull, 
co-author of the Thirteenth Amendment, stated that "subject 
to the jurisdiction thereof' was intended to mean "[n]ot owing 
allegiance to anybody else."454 Howard agreed with Trum
bull, saying, "[T]he word '.jurisdiction,' as here employed, 
ought to be construed so as to imply a full and complete juris
diction on the part of the United States, ... that is to say, the 
same jurisdiction in extent and quality as applies to every cit
izen of the United States now."4 55 

The Court's rulings also starkly contrast with the views of 
James Madison, who warned against an easy mode of natu
ralization for the purpose of swelling "the catalogue of 
people."456 Rather, he contended that the purpose of immi
gration should be "to increase the wealth and strength of the 
community; and those who acquire the rights of citizenship, 
without adding to the strength or wealth of the community, 
are not the people we are in want of."457 

THE DESTRUCTION OF FEDERALISM & CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 

Chief Justice Harlan Stone observed of Supreme Court 
Justices that "the only protection against unwise decisions, 
and even judicial usurpation, is careful scrutiny of their ac
tion and fearless comment upon it."458 That is this Article's 

452. CoNG. GLOBE, 39TH CoNG., lsT SEss. 2~69 (1866) (statement of Sen. Jacob 
Howard). 

453. Id. at 2890 (emphasis added). 
454. Id. at 2893 (statement of Sen. Lyman Trmnbull). 
455. Id. at 2895 (statement of Sen. Jacob Howard). 
456. James Madison, Speech in the First Congress, Second Session: 

Naturalization of Aliens (Feb. 3, 1790), in 5 THE WRITINGS OF JAMES MAo1sON: 

1787-1790, at 436, 436-37 (Gaillard Hunt ed., 1904). 
457. Id. 
458. Ar..PHEUS THOMAS :MAsoN, HARLAN FISKE STONE: PILLAR OF THE LAw 398 

(1956). 
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purpose. More cases could be discussed, but space will not 
allow. 

It seems Plato's philosophical race of kings has been real
ized by way of evolving law and a living constitution but 
without the perfection he envisioned.459 At any rate, those 
concepts enable Justices to make the Constitution whatever 
they want it to be. Evolving law seeks no consent of the gov
erned, ignores the separation of powers, destroys republican 
government, and has taken God and the Bible out of the 
public square to the great detriment to our country.<eo 
The Constitution becomes a tool for social engineering. 
Essentially, federalism has gained the Court's attention 
"only to the extent of overruling it."461 But Congress is 
equally blameworthy so far as they have failed to exercise 
their Article III, Section 2 power to curb the appellate juris
diction of the Court.462 Some may agree with the substance 
of the constitutional changes discussed herein, but all must 
admit the changes occurred without a vote of the people. The 
Court usurped the amending power. Chief Justice Marshall 
said that "to usurp that which is not given" is "treason to the 
Constitution."463 George Washington warned that "usurpa-

459. PLATO: THE REPUBLIC 251 (Benjamin Jowett trans.,1968) ("[N]either cities 
nor States nor individuals will ever attain perfection until the small class of 
philosophers ... are providentially compelled ... to take care of the State, and until 
a like necessity be laid on the State to obey them; or until kings ... are divinely 
inspired with a true love of true philosophy."). 

460. Historian Paul Johnson observed that from the 1960s, as the Supreme Court 
and others worked mightily to reduce the role of religion in the affairs of state, 
Christianity was increasingly viewed as the enemy of progress. PAUL JOHNSON, A 
HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 967--68 (1997). At the same time, from 
1960-1990, "while the US [sic1 population rose by 41 percent, there was a 560 
percent increase in violent crime, 200 percent in teenage suicide, 200 percent rise in 
divorce, over 400 percent rise in illegitimate births, [and a] 300 percent rise in 
children living in single-parent homes." Id. at 965-66. In addition, there have been 
approximately fifty million abortions since Roe v. Wade, and lately, increasing 
incidents of mass murder of high school students by their classmates. See Abortion 
Statistics: United States Data and Trends, ·NATIONAL RIGHT TO LIFE (Jan., 2011), 
http://www.nrlc.org/Factsheets/FS03AbortioninTheUS.pdf; UNITED STATES SECRET 
SERVICE AND UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION, THE FINAL REPORT AND 
FINDINGS OF THE SAFE SCHOOL INITIATIVE 6-7 (2004). 

461. MARK LEVIN, MEN IN BLACK: How THE SUPREME CouRT 1s DESTROYING 
AMERICA 132 (2005). 

462. U.S. CONST. art. III, § 2. 
463. Cohens v. Virginia, 19 U.S. (6 Wheat) 264, 404 (1821). 
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tion ... is the customary weapon by which free governments 
are destroyed."464 

"To save the country from the horrors oflegislative majori
ties it was placed at the mercy of Supreme Court 
majorities .... "465 Judicial review has been changed from 
constitutional review to policy formulation. Most of the 
Court's invalidations of state law purport to be based on the 
Fourteenth Amendment's Due Process or Equal Protection 
Clauses.466 Ironically, Justice Holmes, alarmed by the in
creasing use of the Fourteenth Amendment to diminish "the 
constitutional rights of the States," said it was not "intended 
to give us carte blanche to embody our economic or moral be
liefs in its prohibitions."467 President Lincoln warned that if 
policy is fixed by litigation in Court decisions, "the people will 
have ceased to be their own rulers, having ... resigned their 
Government into the hands of that eminent tribunal."46B 

The Constitution is not the protean document that judicial 
supremacists claim. The Supreme Court once agreed stating 
that the Constitution's meaning "does not alter. That which 
it meant when adopted, it means now."469 The Court later 
elaborated holding that its function is not "to alter the 
method which the Constitution has fixed."470 James Madison 
counseled that the Constitution's "legitimate mean
ing ... must be derived from the text itself'471 and that if the 
Framers' intent is not the guide in interpreting the Constitu
tion, "there can be no security for a consistent and stable, 
more than for a faithful exercise of its powers."472 

464. President George Washington, Farewell Address (Sept. 19, 1796), reprinted 
in 35 THE WRITINGS OF GEORGE WASHINGTON 214, 229 (John C. Fitzpatrick ed., 
1940). 

465. EATON, supra note 89, at 28. 
466. Lino Graglia, A Theory of Power, NAT'L REv., July 17, 1987, at 35. 
467. Baldwin v. Missouri, 281 U.S. 586, 595 (1930) (Holmes, J., dissenting). 
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Nevertheless, judicial supremacists claim that we should 
not be bound by the dead hand of the past. However, "We are 
not ... 'bound' by the Founders; rather the issue is who may 
revise the Constitution-the people by amendment or the 
judges, who are unelected, unaccountable, and virtually irre
movable."473 The Founders were "determined to be 'ruled by 
laws, which they themselves approve, not by edicts of men 
over whom they have no controul.'"474 They meant for judges 
and public officials to be bound, as Jefferson said, "by the 
chains of the Constitution."475 In contrast, some Justices 
have appeared to be more devoted to their personal beliefs 
and foreign law476 than the Constitution they are sworn to 
defend. Chief Justice Marshall remarked how immoral it 
would be for judges to use the Constitution as an instrument 
"for violating what they swear to support!"477 He went on to 
ask, "Why does a judge swear to discharge his duties 
agreeably to the [C]onstitution ... if that [C]onstitution 
forms no rule for his government?"47B 

Jefferson believed the judiciary should be independent of 
the other branches, but added that "independence of the will 
of the nation is a solecism."479 "To consider the judges as the 
ultimate arbiters of all constitutional questions [is] a very 

4 73. BERGER, supra note 92, at 8. 
474. ROBERT A. RUTLAND, THE BIRTH OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS 23 (Northeastern 

Univ. Press 1983) (1955) (quoting Henry Middleton, President of the Second 
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cases); Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Govi PAC, 528 U.S. 377, 403 (2000) (Breyer, J., 
concurring) (citing foreign "constitutional courts"); Knight v. Florida, 528 U.S. 990, 
120 S. Ct. 459, 464 (1999) (Breyer, J., dissenting) (finding it "useful" to examine 
foreign decisions on "roughly comparable questions''); Printz v. United States, 521 
U.S. 898, 976-77 (1997) (Breyer, J., dissenting) (citing several sources discussing 
European "federal systems"); Stanford v. Kentucky, 492 U.S. 361, 390 (1989) 
(Brennan, J ., dissenting) ("Within the world community, the imposition of the death 
penalty for juvenile crimes appears to be overwhelmingly disapproved."), abrogated 
by Roper, 543 U.S. at 574; Thompson v. Oklahoma, 487 U.S. 815, 830-31 (1988) 
(referencing foreign law regarding capital punishment for juvenile offenders). 
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479. Padover, supra note 140, at 152. 
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dangerous doctrine indeed, and one which would place us 
under the despotism of an oligarchy.''48° Chief Justice Mar
shall concurred: 

Judicial power, as contradistinguished from the power of 
the laws, has no existence. Courts are the mere instru
ments of the law, and can will nothing. . . . Judicial 
power is never exercised for the purpose of giving effect 
to the will of the Judge; always for the purpose of giving 
effect . . . to the will of the law. 481 

The judicial power, Marshall said, cannot be used as "a right 
to change" the Constitution482 since it is "a rule for the gov
ernment of courts, as well as of the legislature.''48" 

Indicative of his goals, Chief Justice Warren, in oral argu
ments, did not ask counsel "Is it constitutional?" Rather, he 
asked, "[I]s it good?"484 By contrast, Justice Story said the 
rule of constitutional interpretation is to construe according 
to the text and the Framers' intent.485 Chief Justice Thomas 
Cooley of the Michigan Supreme Court warned against de
claring laws void on grounds of "unjust and oppressive 
provisions, or ... natural, social, or political rights."486 Coo
ley further cautioned against voiding a statute ''because in 
[the courts'] opinion it is opposed to a spirit supposed to per
vade the Constitution, but not expressed in words."4B7 Laws, 
Chief Justice Marshall said, were presumed constitutional 
and should never be held invalid "on slight implication," but 
only when the "opposition between the [C]onstitution and the 
law [is] such that the judge feels a clear and strong conviction 
of their incompatibility with each other."488 If unanimous ju
ries are required to convict in criminal cases, why should a 5-
4 or even a 6-3 decision be sufficient to override the will of the 
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People? The Court has in fact upheld a state constitutional 
provision requiring a super-majority court to declare a law 
unconstitutional.489 

Justice Holmes once said, "[I]f my country wants to go to 
hell, I am here to help it."490 The Framers had a nobler pur
pose. They desired "to form a more perfect Union, establish 
Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, ... and secure the 
Blessings of Liberty."491 They would have viewed replacing 
eternal truths and virtue492 with license and moral relativ
ism as utter folly. To them, liberty without virtue was no 
blessing. John Adams said, "Public virtue cannot exist in a 
Nation without private, and public Virtue is the only Founda
tion ofRepublics."493 The Constitution is, Adams said, "made 
only for a moral and religious people. It is wholly inadequate 
to the government of any other."494 George Washington 
warned of the dangerous supposition "that morality can be 
maintained without religion." Both, he said, are "indispensa
ble" to ''political prosperity."495 

The Framers viewed the Judiciary not as an institution 
that would change the Constitution's meaning by fiat, but one 
that would guard and maintain its original meaning. As Jef
ferson said, "Our peculiar security is in possession of a 
written Constitution. Let us not make it a blank paper by 
construction."496 Regrettably, so-called progressives and 
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egalitarians want to do exactly that, and, see "in the Supreme 
Court precisely what [Jean Jacques] Rousseau saw in his ar
chetypical legislator and [Jeremy] Bentham in his 
omnipotent magistrate: sovereign forces for permanent 
revolution."497 

497. ROBERT NISBET, PREJUDICES: A PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY 210 (1982). 




